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administered at the St. Lucie Nuclear Plant near Jensen Beach,
Florida.
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Summary

Examinations were administered during the weeks of October 29 and
November 5, 1990.

Requalification written examinations and operating tests were
administered to 11 Reactor Operators (ROs) and 13 Senior Reactor
Operators (SROs). Of the 11 ROs tested, 10 passed the
examinations. Of the 13 SROs tested, 12 passed the examinations.
Six crew simulator examinations were administered; all were rated
as 'satisfactory.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Facility Employees Attending Exit Meeting

C. Burton, Operations Supervisor
P. Fincher, Training Superintendent
B. Hagar, Shift Supervisor
K. Heffelfinger, Lead Requal Instructor
P. McCullough, Manager, Nuclear Training
M. Shephard, Operations Training Supervisor
J. Spodick, Licensed Operator Training Coordinator
C. Wood, Assistant Operations Supervisor

2. Examiners

g*J. Moorman, USNRC, Region II
M. Jones, EG&G Idaho, Inc.

3. NRC Resident Inspectors

*S. Elrod, Senior Resident Inspector
*M. Scott, Resident Inspector

gChief Examiner
*Attended Exit Meeting

4. Exit Meeting

At the conclusion of the site visit, the examiners met with
the members of the training and plant staff to discuss the
examination results.
This exam was Region II's first requal exam administered
under "Alternative B" where one NRC examiner evaluates two
operators in the simulator exam. This also involved
administering ten JPMs for each two operators.

The written exam was administered to all operators on one
day. The size and layout of the St. Lucie simulator allowed
eight operators to take the Part A exam at one time. The
questions initially proposed by the facility were used withlittle modification. Modifications that were made ensured
that questions were precise and that multiple choice
distractors were plausible.
The content of the JPMs accurately reflected the
procedures. The follow-up questions need to be reviewed
to ensure that they have correct answers. There were
some inconsistencies between facility evaluators in



administering the JPMs and the follow-up questions.
However, they did not significantly affect the the exam
and should diminish as the evaluators gain more
experience. Some procedural errors or areas for
improvement were noted while administering the JPMs.
Step 1 of Appendix G in EOP-99 incorrectly directs the
operator to the AB-1 DC bus. lt'should direct the
operator to the AB DC bus. This caused one operator to
substantially delay completion of the JPM. A precaution
prior to step 3 in OP 1-041002, Shutdown Cooling,
contradicts the following steps and caused confusion on
the part of some operators. Step 5.3.3 M of ONOP 2-
0250031, Boron Concentration Control Off-Normal,
instructs the operator to return the make-up system to
AUTO after completing a blended makeup to the VCT. St.
Lucie operating practice has this system always in the
manual mode of operation.

The simulator exam scenarios were run as they had been
rehearsed during the prep week. The crew's use of EOP-15
during this exam was, with one exception, greatly improved
as compared to previous exams. There was inconsistency
between the STAs as to their role in assisting the crews.
This problem had been identified by the training department
and was being addressed. The simulator exams were not video
taped. The facility evaluators indicated to the NRC that
the one on two method of evaluation made the NRC evaluators
almost transparent to the operators during the exams.

The facility training department was very conscientious in
their efforts to ensure that exam logistics did not
unnecessarily add to the operators stress levels.
The accommodations made by the facility for the examiners
were noted and appreciated.
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SRO EXAM 0820051A.KEY

QUESTION NUMBER 082424

QUESTION TOPIC ESFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702401-02

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR «A«

[1 '] Assuming present .plant conditions, which of the
following correctly describes the additional plant
parameters which would result in actuation of MSIS
trains A and B7

A.

B.

C.

D.

2 "B S/G" pressure channels < 600 psia and 1
"A S/G" pressure channels < 600 psia
1 pressure channel < 600 psia on either S/G

2 pressure channels < 600 psia on either S/G

1 pressure channel < 600 psia on the "B S/G"
and 2 pressure channels < 600 psia on the "A
S/G" (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER 082424
[1. 0] 4 ~ A. (ANSEND)



SRO E 08 0 5 A Y

QUESTION NUMBER: 082423

QUESTION TOPIC: DG CONTROL

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702501-15

STATIC SIMULATOR «'A»

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90 5 STATIC A

[1. 0] 2 ~ The amber " Ready to start " light on the 2A
diesel has been found to be extinguished on both
the Diesel control panel and the RTGB.

After finding the light bulbs to be good the NWE
is sent to investigate and makes the following
report:
The 2A Diesel is not running
The lock-out relay is reset
The exciter mode switch is in " Auto ".
The control switch is in "Auto/Remote"

What one other input to the amber light should the
NWE be instructed to checks

A. All four air accumulators greater than 185
psia.

B. Shut-down relay reset.
C. Overspeed trip reset.

D. Day tank level greater than 195 gallons.
(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082423
[1.0] N ~ B (ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 0820051A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082421

QUESTION TOPIC DG CONTROL

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702501-13

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

'h

STATIC SIMULATOR ~iAii

[1.0] 3 ~ After learning of the 2A Diesel problem the
Operations Supervisor calls the NPS and requests
the crew perform a " 6 month " surveillance on the
2B Diesel. This surveillance recpxires a less than
10 second start from ambient conditions and
loading to full load within 60 seconds. The timing
of the "full load within 60 seconds" should begin:

A.

B'.

D.

When the RCO goes to " start " on the Diesel
start switch.

When the RCO shuts the Diesel output breaker.

When the Diesel reaches 900 RPM and 4160
volts.
When the synch scope is rotating slowly in
the fast direction and the„RCO signals that
he is ready. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082421,
[1.0] N B. (ANSEND)



SRO E 0820 51

QUESTION NUMBER: 082433

QUESTION TOPIC ECCS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702207-04

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR ssAss

[1.0) 4. Annunciator S-39 (RWT level Hi-Hi) is in alarm,
choose the correct statement concerning the RWT
overflow protection valve (LCV-07-12).

A.

B.

C.

D.

LCV-07-12 should have received an auto close
signal due to the high level signal from LT-
07-2D.

The auto close signal to LCV-07-12 comes from
.LT-07-2C, therefore there is no auto close,
signal present.

The auto close signal to LCV-07-12 requires 2
of 4 RWT high level signals, therefore there
is no auto close signal present.

LCV-07-12 auto close signal comes from a
separate level switch which is reading normal
RWT level, therefore there is no auto close
signal present. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082433
f1 ~ 0] 4 . D (ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820051A~KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082415

QUESTION TOPIC: ECCS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702207-15

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR »A<~

[1. 0] 5 ~ While making rounds the SNPO noticed that the
"Normal/Isolate" switch for the 2A Containment
Spray Pump is, in the Isolate position; further
investigation revealed that the previous shift
placed the switch in Isolate to allow I&C to
trouble-shoot a part of the 2A Containment Spray
Pump start circuit.
The crew should now:

A. Log just the 2A Containment Spray pump out of
service.

B. Log both the 2A, Containment Spray pump and
the 2A hydrazine pump out of service.

C. Log just the 2A hydrazine pump out of
service.

D. Log the 2A ECCS train out of service.
{QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082415
[1.0] N. B. (ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 0820051A.KEY

QNUM 082040

STATIC SIMULATOR »A»

[1.0] 6 Utilizing the indications available, select the
section from 2-0110030 that would be appropriate:
a. Appendix C

b. Appendix D

c. Appendix F

d. Appendix G

082040 *
{1.0] b.



SRO EXAM 0820051A+KEY

QNUM 086406

STATIC SIMULATOR <>A<>

[1. 0] 7 ~ Annunciators K-22 & K-38 are not in alarm because:

a ~

b.

Ce

d.

reed switch position indicators indicate that
the CEA is misaligned by less than 4 inches

DDPS is de-energized

the misaligned CEA did not slip in but stuck
while others in the group were withdrawn

DDPS only counts pulses sent to the CEAs not
actual height

086406
[1 0) N. d. DDPS only counts guises sent to the CEAs not .

actual height



SRO EXAM 0820051A~KEY

QUESTION NUMBER 082419

QUESTION TOPIC: RCP

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702202-01

STATIC SIMULATOR <>A<> ~

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

[1.0] 8. Using the available indications for the 2A1 RCP,
choose the correct statement from below:

A.

B.

C.

D.

RCP gasket leakage is occurring.

Upper seal has
failed.'he

middle seal has failed.
The lower seal has'ailed. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082419
[1 ~ 0] I ~ C. (ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 0820051A~KEY
'

QNUM 082115 *
STATIC SIMULATOR >>A<>

[1 00] 9 ~ During the shift turnover you notice that the red
indicating light on RTGB 203 for the 2B1 RCP is,
deenergized. After verifying 'pump amperage to be
normal and the light bulb to be good, .the NPO is
dispatched to the 6.9kv switchgear room to check
the RCP 2B1 breaker panel. The NPO reports that
the red indicating light on the breaker panel is
deenergized as well.
Which'ne of the following best describes the
potential impact of this problem on RCP operation.
A.

B.

C.

D.

in order to stop the RCP it's normal/isolate
switch must first be placed in the isolate
position
the breaker cannot be tripped, when it is
necessary to stop that RCP the entire 6.9 KV
bus must be de-energized by opening the bus
feeder -breaker,

cooling water flow to the seal cooler has
been isolated; if the RCP is secured, the
seal injection system will not operate
automatically, it will have to be aligned
locally in containment

the RCP cannot be controlled from the RTGB,it's breaker can be opened locally with the
manual trip plunger .

082115 *
[1.00] I D
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SRO E 082005XA.KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082410

QUESTION TOPIC ADMIN

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702804-01

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR csA

10. I&C has requested a Clearance to repair the failed
steam pressure transmitter, PT-8013A. The
Clearance involves removing two fuses from the
RTGB. The ANPS has determined the Clearance to be
"Safety Related". This determination means that:

A. ,The Clearance must be approved by the FRG
before being hung.

B. The STA must perform a Safety Evaluation and
FSAR review before the Clearance can be hung.

C. The proper hanging of the Clearance must be
independently verified.

D. The Operations Supervisor or NPS, in addition'o the ANPS, must review the Clearance beforeit is hung.
(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082410
[1.0] N ~ C. (ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 0820051A+KEY STATIC SIMULATOR isAst

UESTIONS 11 THROUGH 19 ARE NOT RELATED

TO STATIC SIMULATOR SCENARIO ad>Ass
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SRO EXAM 0820051A.KEY STATIC 8IMULATOR <>A<i

QNUM 086085 *

[1. 0] 11. Which one of the following is the best explanation
why the Unit 2 Hydrogen Purge System uses the SBVSfilter trains instead of the Continuous

„ Containment Purge Filter Train?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

the Continuous Containment Purge Filter Train
is not suitable for use during Post LOCA
conditions because there is no. outside
cooling air available
the Continuous Containment Purge Filter Train
is directed to the Fuel Handling Building
exhaust stack, this stack is not large enough
to handle the flow rate required for Post
LOCA hydrogen removal

the SBVS filter train is equipped with
electric heaters which result in hydrogen
recombining with oxygen to form water vapor

for Post LOCA conditions the Continuous
Containment Purge Filter Train would be in
service to reduce containment pressure and
therefore would not.be able to handle the
added flow rate required for hydrogen removal

086085
[1.0] ¹. a.
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SR EXAM 0820051A.KEY

QNUM 082327

STATIC SIMULATOR ssAcs

'1.00]

12. During a Unit 2 cooldown, the ANPS instructs the
RCO to block SIAS upon acknowledging the alarm
when PZR- pressure < 1836 psia. The RCO will:

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Place the bypass. keys in the ESFAS cabinets
and bypass the low PZR pressure block signal
for each signal.
Depress the "think" pushbutton on the RTGB
for SIAS channels "A" and "B" before placing
the SIAS block keyswitches in the block
position.
Reset the SIAS signal for SIAS channels "A"
and "B" before placing the block switches to
the block position.
Insert the keys in the SIAS channel "A" and
"B" block keyswitches and place them in the
block position.

082327
[1.00] N. D



SRO EXAM 0820051A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082413

,QUESTION TOPIC: ESFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702401-06

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR >>Ass

[1.0] 13. Choose the correct words to complete the following
statement.

In order to avoid inadvertent actuation on a loss
of power the ESFAS ( actuation / measurement )
cabinets have an ( auctioneered / uninterruptable
) power supply. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082413
[1. 0] N. actuation (. 5)

auctioneered (.5)
(ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 08200SXA KEX

QUESTION NUMBER 082425

QUESTION TOPIC: ECCS

LESSON REFERENCE 0702207-07

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR «A<>

t:1 ~ 0) 14. The Containment Spray pumps have a capacity of
2700 GPM during the injection phase and a capacity
of 3425 GPM during RAS. This higher flow rate
during RAS is due to:

A.

B.

C.

D.

Greater available NPSH during RAS due to the
higher temperature water in the containment
sump.

Higher suction pressure on the Containment
Spray pump during RAS due to the shift in
suction from the RWT to the pressurized

'ontainment.

Greater available NPSH during RAS due to the
higher head of water in the containment sump
as compared to the RWT.

Greater available NPSH during RAS due to less
head loss in the suction piping from the
containment. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082425
[1.0] 4 ~ B. (ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 0820051A KEY

QNUM 086255

STATIC SIMULATOR stAss

[1. 0] 15. Select the TRUE statement, concerning Unit 2 hot
leg injection.
a. It would only be required if a LOCA was

positively known to have occurred on a cold
leg.

b.

c ~

d 0

An alternate method is available because a
high differential pressure between the
containment and the RCS might prevent normal
hot leg flow.

Post-LOCA hot leg injection is advantageous
in minimizing steam voiding in coolant flow
channels.

The hot leg injection lineup results in equal
flow going to the hot and cold 'legs.

086255
[1.0] d.
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SRO EXAM 082005XA KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082420

QUESTION TOPIC: EPIP

LESSON REFERENCE: 0902701-01

7

STATIC SIMULATOR '<A>>

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A (NSR)

L1 ~ 0) 16. The responsibility for making Protective Action
Recommendations (PARs) is initially carried by the
Emergency Coordinator. During the course of the
emergency who will relieve the EC of this
responsibility?

A. The TSC supervisor.

B. The STA.

C. The OSC supervisor.

D. The Recovery Manager. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER 082420
[1.0) g. D. (ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 0820051A ~ KEY

QNUM 081035 * .

STATIC SIMULATOR "A'

t:1 ~ 0)
f

17. Following a Unit 1 SGTR, the affected S/G is
isolated by the operating crew. Which one of the
following best describes the subsequent actions of
the EOP?

a 0

b.

c ~

d ~

Level, in. the affected S/G is controlled by
steaming the generator to the condenser and
feeding with AFW only as required to maintain
normal level.
Level in the affected'S/G is allowed to
fluctuate; since the MSIVs are closed there
is no danger of overfill.
Level in the affected S/G is controlled by
allowing S/G secondary coolant to flow into
the RCS.

S/G blowdown is collected and held in the
blowdown tank - this provides additional 'room
for water and prevents the isolated S/G from
overfilling.

081035
[1.0] ¹. c.
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8RO EXAM 0820051A KEY 8TATlC 8XMULATOR A<>

QNUH 073121

[1. 0] 18. Choose the correct answer concerning the reactor
trip breaker control relays. Depressing one (1)
reactor'trip pushbutton on the RTGB will
'a ~

b.

C ~

De-energize the Shunt trip and energize the
UV coils to open 4 Rx trip breakers.

De-energize the Shunt, trip coils to open 1 Rx
trip breaker.

Energize the Shunt trip coils on one side to
trip 4 reactor-trip.
Energize the Shunt trip and de-energize the
UV coils to open 2 reactor trip breakers.

073121
[1. 0] 0. D. (1. 0)



SRO EXAM 0820051A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082418

QUESTION TOPIC: ADV

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802406-01

STATIC SIMULATOR ~A ~

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A (NSR)
r

[1.0] 19. The Atmospheric Dump valves are required to be
maintained in manual during. power operation. The
reason for this requirement is:

A.

B.

C.

D.

To ensure that in the event of a main steam
line break the Atmospheric Dumps will be
closed.

To ensure that rated thermal power will not
be exceeded during power operation.

An administrative requirement to enhance
plant efficiency.
To ensure that post trip cool down does not
exceed Tech Spec limits. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082418
[1. 0] N ~ A. (ANSEND)



STATIC SIMULATOR. ~~A>< WRITTEN EXAMINATION
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RO EXAM 0820052A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082424

QUESTION TOPIC: ESFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702401-02

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR ><Ass

[1. 0] Assuming present plant conditions, which of the
following correctly describes the additional plant
parameters which would result in actuation of MSIS
trains A and B?

A.

B.

C.

D.

2 "B S/G" pressure channels < 600 psia and 1
"A S/G" pressure channels < 600 psia

1 pressure channel < 600 psia on either S/G

2 pressure channels < 600 psia'on either S/G,

1 pressure channel < 600 psia on the "B S/G"
and 2 pressure channels < 600 psia on the "A
S/Gn (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082424
11.0] g. A. (ANSEND)





RO EXAM 0820052A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082423

QUESTION TOPIC: DG CONTROL

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702501-15

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR

its'1

~ 0] 2 ~ The amber " Ready. to start " light on the 2A
diesel has been found to be extinguished on both
the Diesel control panel and the RTGB.

After finding the light bulbs to be good the NWE
is sent to investigate and makes the following
report:
The 2A Diesel is not running
The lock-out relay is reset
The exciter mode switch is in " Auto ".
The control switch is in "Auto/Remote"

What one other input to the amber light should the
NWE be instructed to check?

A.

B.

C.

D.

All four air accumulators greater than 185
psia.
Shut-down relay reset.

Overspeed trip reset.

Day tank level greater than 195 gallons.
(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082423
[1.0] N. B (ANSEND)
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RO EXAM 0820052A.KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082421

QUESTION TOPIC: DG CONTROL

LESSON REFERENCE 0702501-13

STATIC SIMULATOR ~~A~~

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

[l.0] 3 ~ After learning of the 2A Diesel problem the.
Operations Supervisor calls the NPS and requests
the crew perform a " 6 month " surveillance on the
2B Diesel. This surveillance requires a less than
10 second start from ambient conditions and
loading to full load within 60 seconds. The timing
of the "full load within 60 seconds" should begin:

A.

B.

C.

D.

When the RCO goes to " start " on the Diesel-
start switch.

When the RCO shuts the. Diesel output breaker.

When the Diesel reaches 900 RPM and 4160
volts.
Whe'n the synch scope is rotating slowly in
the fast direction and the RCO signals that
he is ready. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082421t'. 0] I B. (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 08200 2 EKE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082433

QUESTION TOPIC: ECCS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702207-04

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR <<A<>

'1

'] 4 ~ Annunciator S-39 .(RWT.level Hi-Hi) is in alarm,
choose the correct statement concerning the RWT
overflow protection valve (LCV-07-12).

A.

B.

C.

D.

LCV-07-12 should have received an auto close
signal due to the high level signal from LT-
07-2D.

The auto close signal to LCV-07-12 comes from
LT-07-2C, therefore there is no auto close
signal present.

I'he

auto close signal to LCV-07-12 requires 2
of 4 RWT high level signals, therefore there
is no auto close signal present.

LCV-07-12 auto close signal comes from a
separate level switch which is reading normal
RWT level, therefore there is no auto close
signal present. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082433
[1 '] 4 ~ D. (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820052A.KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082415

QUESTION TOPIC: ECCS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702207-15

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR A"

'1.0]

5. While making rounds the SNPO noticed that the
"Normal/Isolate" switch for the 2A Containment
Spray. Pump is in the Isolate position; further
investigation revealed that the previous shift
placed the switch in Isolate to allow I&C to
trouble-shoot,a part of the 2A Containment Spray
Pump start circuit.
The crew should now:

A. Log just the 2A Containment Spray pump out of
service.

B. Log both the 2A Containment Spray pump and
the 2A hydrazine pump out of service.

C. Log just the 2A hydrazine pump out of
service.

D. Log the 2A ECCS train out of service.
(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082415
[1 0] N ~ B. (ANSEND)



V

RO EXAM 0820052A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR "A"

QNUM 082040

[1.0] '
~ Utilizing the indications available, select the

section from 2-0110030 that would be appropriate:
'a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Appendix C

Appendix D

Appendix F

Appendix G

082040 *
[1 ~ 0] b.
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RO EXAM 0820052AiKEY

QNUM 086406

STATIC SIMULATOR t<Ats

[1.0] 7 ~ Annunciators K-22 & K-38 are not in alarm because:

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

reed switch position indicators indicate that
the CEA is misaligned by less than 4 inches

DDPS is de-energized

the misaligned CEA did not slip in but stuck
while others in the group were withdrawn

DDPS only counts pulses sent to the CEAs not
actual height

086406
[1. 0] d. DDPS only counts pulses sent to the CEAs not

actual height



RO EXAM 0820052A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082419

QUESTION TOPIC: RCP

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702202-01

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A

STATIC SIMULATOR "A"

[1. 0] 8. Using the available indications for the 2A1 RCP,
choose the correct statement from below:

A.

B.

C.

D.

RCP gasket leakage is occurring.

Upper seal has failed.
The middle seal has failed.
The lower seal has failed. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082419
[1 ~ 0] g. C. {ANSEND)
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QNUM 073173

[1 ~ 0] 9 ~ The reactor coolant pump seal tube leak alarm
(Annunciator J-33) is in alarm. Which one of the
following is the reason for this alarm?

a ~

b.

there is a high delta T between the reactor
coolant at the inlet and,the outlet of the
shaft seal heat exchanger.

there is a high delta T between the CCW at
the inlet and at the outlet of the shaft. seal
heat exchanger.

073173
'1.0]

ce

d.

¹. c.

the RCP seal cooler CCW outlet valves are not
properly aligned.

the CCW radiation monitors indicate a seal
heat exchanger tube leak has occurred.
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UESTIONS 10 THROUGH 19 ARE NOT RELATED

TO STATIC SIMULATOR SCENARIO ctAss
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QNUM 082426

r. 1 ~ 0 l 10 Which one of the following best describes the
method for placing MSIS on Channel A Steam
Generator pressure in the bypass condition?

a. Use 'THINK'ushbutton and turn the
appropriate trains to

BYPASS'�

'erify the
red light comes on.

b.

c ~

Bypass is not available for MSIS so the
entire train of MSIS actuation must be
blocked using the key switch.

Identify the isolation assemblies associated
with Channel A Steam Generator pressure and
pull them out of their compartment in the
ESFAS cabinet.

d. In the Channel A ESFAS cabinet, insert and
turn the key for Channel A Steam Generator
pressure.

082426
[1 '] d



RO 8 0820052A REY

QNUM 082327

STATIC SIMULATOR iiAii

[1. 003 11. During a Unit 2 cooldown, the ANPS instructs the
RCO to block SIAS upon acknowledging the alarm
when PZR pressure < 1836 psia.'he RCO will:

a ~

b.

c ~

d 0

Place the bypass keys in the ESFAS cabinets
and bypass the low PZR pressure block signal
for each signal.
Depress the "think" pushbutton on the RTGB
for SIAS channels "A" and "B" before placing
the SIAS block keyswitches in the block
position.
Reset the SIAS signal for SIAS channels "A"
and "B" before placing the block switches to
the block position.
Insert the keys in the SIAS channel "A" and
"B» block keyswitches and place them in the
block position.

082327
[1.00] g., D
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QUESTION NUMBER: 082425

QUESTION TOPIC: ECCS

LESSON REFERENCE'702207-07

OTHER REFERENCE NRC 90 5 STATIC A (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR ssAn

[1. 0] 12. The Containment Spray pumps have a capacity of
2700 GPM during the injection phase and a capacity
of 3425 GPM during RAS. This higher flow rate
during RAS is due to:

A. Greater available NPSH during RAS due to the
higher temperature water in the containment
sump.

B. Higher suction pressure on the Containment
Spray pump during RAS due to the shift in
suction from the RWT to the pressurized
containment.

C. Greater available NPSH during RAS due to the
higher head of water in the containment. sump
as compared to the RWT.

D. Greater available NPSH during RAS due to less
head loss in the suction piping from the
containment. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER'82425
[1. 0] 4. B. (ANSEND)
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QNUM 086255

t'1.0] 13. Select the TRUE statement-, concerning Unit 2 hot
leg injection.
a. Zt would only be required if a LOCA was

positively known to have occurred on a cold
leg.

b. An„alternate method is'available because a'igh differential pressure between the
containment and the RCS might prevent normal
hot leg flow.

c. Post-LOCA hot leg injection is advantageous
in minimizing steam voiding in coolant flow
channels.

d. The hot leg injection lineup results in equal
flow going to the hot and cold legs.

J

086255
[1 0] d-





RO EXAM 0820052Am REX

QUESTION NUMBER 082420

QUESTION TOPIC: EPIP

LESSON REFERENCE: 0902701-01

STAT C SIMU 0 i>A»

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A (NSR)

[1. 0) 14 ~ The responsibility for making Protective Action
Recommendations (PARs) is initially carried by the
Emergency Coordinator. During the course of the
emergency who will relieve the EC of this
responsibility?

A. The TSC supervisor.

B. The STA.

C. The OSC supervisor.

D. The Recovery Manager. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER 082420
[ 1 ~ 0] 5 . D. (ANSEND)
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QNUM 081035 *

t:1 ~ 0) 15. Following a Unit 1 SGTR, the affected S/G is
isolated by the operating crew. Which one of the
following best describes the subsequent actions of
the EOP?

a. Level in the affected S/G is controlled by
steaming the generator to the condenser and
feeding with AFW only as required to maintain
normal level.

b.

co

Level in the affected S/G is allowed to
fluctuate; since the MSIVs are closed there
is no danger of overfill.
Level in the affected S/G is controlled by
allowing S/G secondary coolant to flow into
the RCS.

d S/G blowdown is collected and held in the
blowdown tank - this provides additional room
for water and prevents the isolated S/G from
overfilling.

081035
[1 ') g. c.
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QNUM 082318

[1.0] 16 'he Technical Specifications for electrical power
systems require two Diesel Generator sets to be
operable while 'in Modes 1 through 4 along with
their associated fuel systems. The basis for this
Tech Spec requires additional sub-systems to
ensure the operability of the Diesels. Choose the
statement that best describes these sub-systems.

a ~ Any normally running warmup systems should be
in service and operating.

b. The Diesel Generator building Class 1
ventilation system must be operable.

c ~

d.

The Appendix "R" fire detection and Halonfire suppression systems must be operable.

The Diesel Generator lube oil purification
and automatic addition system must be
operable.

082318
[1.0] N. A.





RO EXAM 0820052 ~ KEY STATIC SIMULATOR A ~

QNUM 073121

t'1.0] 17. Choose the correct answer concerning the reactortrip breaker control relays. Depressing one (1)
reactor trip pushbutton on the RTGB will
a ~

b.

Co

d ~

De-energize the Shunt trip and energize the
UV coils to open 4 Rx trip breakers.

De-energize the Shunt'trip coils to open 1 Rxtrip breaker.

Energize the Shunt trip coils on one side totrip 4 reactor trip.
Energize the Shunt trip and de-energize the
UV coils to open 2 reactor trip breakers.

I

073121
[1.0] ¹. D. (1.0)
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QNUM 080826

'I 1.0] 18 Prior to using an uncontrolled copy of the
"Emergency Diesel Generator Per'iodic Test"
procedure the SNPO compares the uncontrolled copy
to the controlled copy in the control room. He
finds that a T.'C. affects specific pages of the
procedure which he intends to use. Which one of
the following best describes his appropriate
response?

A. He takes the controlled copy of the procedure
into the field to perform his test then
returns it to the control room binder.

B.

C.

D.

He uses the T.C. number to locate the actual
T.C. in the T.C. logbook and makes the
applicable changes to his copy of the
procedure. He writes the T.C. number in the
margin of his procedure.

He uses the uncontrolled copy in the field
without changing it to reflect the T.C.
unless the T.C. is greater than 90 days old.
He verifies his procedure copy rev. with the
controlled copy rev. and attaches a copy of
the T.C. cover sheet to his copy of the
procedure. The reviewer of the completed
procedure will be able to review the T.C. if
needed.

080826
[1.0] B.
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QUESTION NUMBER: 082418

QUESTION TOPIC ADV

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802406-01

OTHER REFERENCE: NRC 90.5 STATIC A (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR ><Ass

[1.0] 19. The Atmospheric Dump valves are required to be
maintained in manual during power operation. The
reason for this requirement is:

A.

B.

C.

D.

To ensure that in the event of a main steam
line break the Atmospheric Dumps will be
closed.

To ensure that rated thermal power will not
be exceeded during power operation.

An administrative requirement to enhance
plant efficiency.
To ensure that post trip cool down does not

'xceedTech Spec limits. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082418
[1 '] g. A. (ANSEND)
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QUESTION NUMBER: 082337

QUESTION TOPIC: ESFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702401-06

OTHER REFERENCE:

STATIC SIMULATOR ssBss

[1. 0] The RCO performing CIAS verification tables
reports that the Control Room Outside Air Intake
valves (FCV 25-14 and FCV 25-15) have no position
indication; which one of the following is the best
explanation of the current status?

(QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

the valves are closed due to the CIAS but the
position indication is not available due,to
the failure of the 2B DG

the valves are normally closed during power
operations and are assumed to be closed now

the valves are open and will not close due to
loss of B train power

the valves are open because they fail open on
loss of instrument air

ANSWER NUMBER: 082337
[1.0] C. C

(ANSEND)
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QUESTION NUMBER: 082366

QUESTION TOPIC: DIESEL CONTROL

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702501-15

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

8TATXC 8ZMULATOR ssBst

[1.0] 2 ~ The 2B Diesel Generator started but the 2B3 4160
bus is still de-energized. Choose the correct
reason:

A.

B.

C ~

D.

The 12 cylinder engine failed to start.
The Diesel Generator experienced a lock-out
on low oil pressure.

The 2B3 4160 bus voltage is less than 904
which causes a bus lock-out.
The Diesel Generator output breaker (2-20401)
failed to shut. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082366
[1.0] g. D. (ANSEND)
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QNUM 086144

[1.0] 3 ~ Which one of the following best describes the
automatic signals which caused the Diesel
Generators to start?
a. Loss of voltage on the 4160v and 480v load

center buses

b. CIAS

c. SIAS

d. SIAS, CIAS and CSAS.

086144
(> 0] N ~ a-
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8RO EXAM 0820053A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082364

QUESTION TOPIC: REFUELING

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802208-00

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

8TATZC 8IMULATOR '<B>i

[1.0] 4 ~ Cooling to the Fuel Pool heat exchanger is
isolated, if the current plant conditions were to
continue for an extended period what method would
be preferred to make-up to the Fuel Pool to
replace boil-off?

A

B.

C.

D.

Align the Hold-Up Recirc Pump to the suction
of the Fuel Pool Purification Pump.

Align Primary Make-UP Water to the outlet of
the Fuel Pool Ion Exchanger.

Manually align the RWT to the suction of the
Fuel Pool Purification Pump.

No make-up will be recgxired, the Fuel Pool is
designed such that bulk boiling can not
occur. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082364
[1. 0] N. C. (ANSEND)





SRO EXAM 0820053A+KEY STATIC SIMULATOR siBst

QUESTION NUMBER: 082358

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP-9

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702835-06

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1.0] 5. Both BAM tanks were at 944 level prior to this
event. The current indicated tank levels can be
explained by:

A.

B.

"A" BAM tank level reads low due to loss of
instrument air pressure; "B" BAM tank Sigma
is failed as is due to a loss of B side
power.

"A" BAM tank level is correct, it is low
because Emergency Boration plus the failed
open gravity feed valves have resulted in
excessive loss of inventory; "B" BAM tank isstill at 944 level because B charging pump is
not available.

C ~ "A" BAM tank level reads low due to a loss of
instrument air pressure; "B" BAM tank Sigma
is failed "as is" due to a loss of power toit's transmitter.

D. "B" BAM tank reads the expected level; "A"
BAM tank may be faulted. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082358
[1.0] g. A. (ANSEND)





SRO EXAM 0820053A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR ssBss

QUESTION NUMBER: 082355
J

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP-15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802828-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1 '] 6. Which of the following best describes the Safety
Function status for Maintenance of Vital
Auxiliaries, DC.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Success -Path 1 is in use because the B and BB
battery chargers are being carried by the 2A
Diesel Generator.

Success Path 2 is in use because the 2C
125VDC bus is aligned to the 2A DC bus.

Success Path 1 is in use because the 2A and
2B DC busses are energized.

The Safety Function is not being met, the
recovery actions for this Safety Function
should be performed. {QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082355
[1.0] g. C. {ANSEND)
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QUESTION NUMBER: 082353

QUESTION TOPIC
EOP-15.'ESSON

REFERENCE 0802828-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1.0] 7. Which one of the following best describes the
status of the RCS Pressure Control safety
function?

A.

B.

C.

Success Path 2 is in service because RCS
pressure/temperature limits of FIGURE 1 are
met.

Success Path 3 is in service because SIAS has
actuated, all available charging pumps are
operating and SI flow is in'ccordance with
Figure 2.

Success Path 4 is in service because Steam
Generators are being used to remove heat and
control RCS pressure within the limits of
FIGURE 1 ~

D. Success Path 5 is in service because all the
acceptance criteria are met. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082353
[1.0] N. B. (ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820053A.KEY STATIC SIMULATOR ssBss

QUESTION NUMBER: 082356

QUESTION TOPIC:,EOP-15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802828-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1.0] 8. ECCS flow per EOP-99 FIGURE 2:

A.

B.

C.

D.

Can not be determined because the 2B1 and 2B2
HPSI flow Sigmas are de-energized.

Can not be actually determined but can be
assumed to be satisfactory because the ECCS
"A" train has actuated correctly.
Can be determined by reading the 2A1 and 2A2
HPSI flow Sigmas and doubling the value.

Can be determined by reading the individual
flow indications and comparing the result to
Figure 2. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082356
(1.0] N. . D. (ANSEND),



8RO EXAM 0820053A+KEY 8TATXC 8ZMULATOR <<B<>

QUESTION NUMBER: 082381

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP-15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702828-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1 '] 9. Which of the following best describes the status
of the RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function?

A.

B.

C.

D.

The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
is not being met because CET subcooling is
less than 20 degrees.

The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
can not be verified at this time because the
RCPs are not running, therefore the QSPDS
reactor vessel level indication is invalid.

The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
is being met by success path 3.

The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
is not being met because only 2 charging
pumps are running. (QUESEND}

ANSWER NUMBER: 082381
[1. 0] I ~ C. (ANSEND}



SRO EXAM 0820053A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR iiB>>

QUESTION NUMBER 082361

QUESTION TOPIC TECH SPECS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802810-02
1

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1. 0) 10. You have been requested to verify that the RCS
pressure/temperature limits of T.S. 3.4.9.1. are
being satisfied. Assuming current plant
conditions (the cooldown rate is 80 degrees per
hour) which one of the following is required to
ensure compliance with the T.S. LCO?

A.

B.

C.

D.

For current Pressurizer pressure, we must
cooldown to less than 270 degrees.

No action required, current plant conditions
meet the LCO.

Reduce the cooldown rate to less than 75
degrees per hour.

Continue the cooldown until Tc is less than
500 degrees. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER:„082361t'. 0] N. B. fANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820053A.KEY STATIC SIMULATOR "Bii

QUESTION NUMBER: 082371

QUESTION TOPIC RPS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802404-05

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B
i

[1. 0] 11. Considering the current plant electrical
alignment; which of the RPS channels are
operating on backup battery power?

A. Channels A and D

B. Channels A and C

C. Channels B and C

D. Channels B and D

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082371
[1.0] 0 ~ D

(ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 08 0053A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR ~~B ~

QUESTION NUMBER 082376

QUESTION TOPIC: AFW, AFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802412-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1.0] 12. During mitigation of this event, if the 2A AFW
pump became inoperable due to an electrical
malfunction, which one of the following would be
the best alternate method to supply feedwater to
both S/G?

A.

B.

C.

D.

feed 2A S/G with MFW via the 154 bypass
valves, feed the 2B S/G with'FW via the 2C
AFW pump

feed 2A S/G with the 2C AFW pump by manually
opening SE 09-4 locally; feed 2B S/G with 2C
AFW pump

feed 2A S/G with the cross-tie from the 2C
AFW pump to the 2A AFW header by local
operator action to open the two cross-tie
valves, feed 2B S/G with the 2C AFW pump

feed 2A S/G by cross-tying the 2B AFW header
to the 2A AFW header by local operator action
then supply 2C AFW to the 2B AFW header, feed
the ~ 2B S/G with the 2C AFW pump

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082376
[1.0] 4 ~ B

{ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820053A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR »B<>

QUESTION NUMBER'82374

,QUESTION TOPIC: AFW, AFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802412-06

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1. 0] 13. From the choices belov, pick the one that best
describes the status of AFAS 1.

{QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has defeated
the fault ID circuit only

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has defeated
the fault ID circuit and the 294 auto reset .

feature

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has defeated
the 294 auto reset feature only

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has no effect
on the automatic operation of AFAS

ANSWER NUMBER: 082374
[1. 0] 4 ~ B

(ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820053A~REY STATIC SIMULATOR ~~B><

QUESTION NUMBER 082372

QUESTION TOPIC: ADV

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802406-05

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1 ~ 0] 14. Two Steam Generator Atmospheric Dump Valves are
now open and being operated with
A.

B.

C.

D.

MV 08-18A being controlled from its PIC and
MV 08-19B being controlled with the DC manual
control switch, the other ADVs are shut

the 2A SG ADV relying on AC power and the 2B .
SG ADV relying on the backup air system to
position the valve

all ADVs on the backup air supply system
since the Instrument Air system is
-depressurized and B side vital AC power is
unavailable

normal AC power supplied from the vital AC
SUPS to the ADV controllers and their
associated valve motors

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082372
[1.0] g ~ A

(ANSEND)
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UESTIONS 15 THROUGH 22 ARE NOT RELATED

TO STATIC SIMULATOR SCENARIO '~B<>
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QUESTION NUMBER: 082357

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP-09

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702835-02

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B (NSR)

[1.0] 15. EOP-09 directs the operators to open the vacuum
breaker valves; this is to prevent:

A.

B.

C.

D.

Damage to the turbine bearings caused by a
loss of the turbine lube oil pumps.

Further turbine damage; a load rejection
caused by a Loss of Off-Site Power can be
expected to damage the turbine thrust
bearing.

Damage to the turbine gland seals when air is
drawn in through them after the MSIVs are
shut.

Loss of hydrogen from the main generator
which could be expected with the turbine
spinning and the hydrogen side seal oil pump
de-energized. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082357
[1.0] N. C. (ANSEND)





SRO EXAM 0820053A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER 082368

QUESTION TOPIC EOP-9

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702835-08

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR ~~B~~

[1 '] 16. Following a Loss of Off-Site Power, with the 2B
Diesel failing to start, the crew regains control
of all safety functions. The ANPS directs the RCO
to re-energize the Pressurizer heaters when
Pressurizer level reaches 324 and is stable.

'he

RCO reports that the B2 and B3 backup heater
banks will not re-energize.

THIS IS:

A.

B.

C.

D.

Expected, only the B1 backup bank can be
energized when the 2A3 4160 bus is energized
by the Diesel.

Expected, the B2 and B3 backup bank 480 volt
breakers open when the 2A3 4160 bus de-
energizes.

Unexpected, all heaters powered from the 2A3
4160 bus should be available.
Expected, the B2 and B3 backup heater banks
can only be re-energized with the Backup
Interlock Bypass key in the "LEVEL" position.
{QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER 082368
[1 0] g. A. {ANSEND)
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SRO EXAM 0820053AeREY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082379

QUESTION TOPIC EOP-10

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702830-04

OTHER REFERENCE: 90 ' NRC STATIC B (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR »B»

f1 ~ 0) 17. Unit 2 experienced a Station Blackout, EOP-1 and
EOP-10 have been implemented. The RCO performing
the SFSC of EOP-10 reports that Steam Generator
-levels-are stable; 2A S/G is 384 wide range and 2B
S/G is 364 wide range. He also reports that the
RCS Heat Removal Safety Function is not being met.

Which of the following best describes the correct
EOP implementation?

A.

B.

C.

D

No action is required since both Steam
Generators are above 154 wide range.

Increase Aux Feed flow to one or both Steam
Generators; verify levels increasing within
15 minutes.

Open one or both ADVs to establish a cool
down and maintain greater than 20 degrees
subcooled margin.

Align all 2C AFW pump flow to the 2A Steam
Generator. The 2C AFW pump capacity isinsufficient to refill both Steam Generators.
(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082379
(1.0] g. B. (ANSEND)
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QUESTION NUMBER: 082346

QUESTION TOPIC: LOCA

LESSON REFERENCE- 0702824-08

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR »B»

r1 0j 18. One of the exit criteria of the LOCA procedure
(EOP-3) is "The RCS is in long term cooling".
During a large break LOCA this exit condition will
be met when:

A.

B.

C.

D.

The RCS is placed on shut down cooling.
RAS has initiated and containment sump wateris being recycled through the core.

Simultaneous hot and cold leg injection has
been initiated.
Pressurizer level is 35% and stable.
(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082346
r'1. 0] N. C. (ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820053A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR
iiBi'UESTION

NUMBER: 082343

QUESTION TOPIC: LOCA

LESSON REFERENCE 0702824-11

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B (NSR)

OBJECTIVE:

[1. 0] 19. A small break LOCA has occurred on unit two.
Pressurizer Pressure is stable at 1000 PSIA. From
the choices below, the BEST indication of adequate
core heat removal is:
(CONSIDER EACH CHOICE SEPARATELY)

A. ECCS flow in accordance with EOP-99 FIGURE 2.

B.'.
Pressurizer level 354 and stable.
Subcooled margin increasing.

Steam generator wide range level 454 and
stable. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082343
[1 ~ 0] 4 ~ C. {ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820053A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER 082380

QUESTION TOPIC LOCA

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702824-16 '

I

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B (NSR)

STATIC SIMULATOR <iBil

[1 '] 20., During full power steady state operation, with the
ECCS system in it's normal line-up, annunciator R-
57 "SI HDR LOOP 2B2 PRESSURE HIGH" locks in.
Which of the following best describes the correct
operator action?

A.

B.

C ~

,D.

The 2B2 SIT will begin to overfill, therefore
the operators should start draining it to
maintain the SIT in spec.

If the SI header continues to pressurize up
to RCS pressure it may fail, resulting in an
Intersystem LOCA; therefore the operators
should immediately bleed-off the ECCS header
in an attempt to re-seat the check valve.

The operators should not attempt to re-seat
the check valve until precautions concerning
Intersystem LOCA have been discussed.

The alarm indicates the SIT discharge valve
may have gone closed, re-energize the
discharge valve to check it's position
indication. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER:
082380'1.0]

N. C. (ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820053A.KEY STATIC SIMULATOR »B»

QNUM 081148

[1.0] 21 'he major concern during an unisolable interfacing
system LOCA occurring outside the containment. is:
a ~

b.

c ~

d ~

Contamination of the RAB.

Make-up water sources for the RWT.

Safeguards Sump pump availability.
Determination of leak rate.

081148
l1 0] g. b. Make-up water sources for the RNT.



8RO EXAM 0820053A KEY 8TATZC 8IMULATOR ssBcs

QNUM 086162

[1.0] 22. Unit 1 is at 100% power, Unit 2 is in hot standby
cooling down using 2A & 2B AFW Pumps. Unit 1 CST
is lined up and supplying Unit 2 AFW because Unit
2 CST is contaminated.

Makeup to Unit 1 CST is 250 gpm.
AFW flow to 2A & 2B SG totals 200 gpm.
Unit 1 hotwell makeup from the CST is isolated.

Assuming no leaks and no valves out of position,
explain why the Unit 1 CST level is still
decreasing.

086162
[1.0] The AFW pump recircs are aligned to Unit 2

CST.
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RO EXAM 0820054A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER: 082337

QUESTION TOPIC: ESFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702401-06

OTHER REFERENCE:

f1 ~ 0] The RCO performing CIAS verification tables
reports that the Control Room Outside Air Intake
valves (FCV 25-14 and FCV 25-15) have no position
indication; which one of the following is the best
explanation of the current status?

(QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

the valves are closed due to the CIAS but the
position indication is not available due to
the failure of the 2B DG

the valves are normally closed during power
operations and are assumed to be closed now

the valves are open and will not close due to
loss of B train power

the valves are open because they fail open on
loss of instrument air

ANSWER NUMBER: 082337
[1.0] g. C

(ANSEND)



RO 'EXAM 0820054A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QNUM 086320 *

[1.0] 2. Annunciator Q-2 "AUTO TEST INSERTION FAULT" is
illuminated because:

a 0

b.

c»

d 0

loss of power to the circuit
SIAS actuated

several ESFAS relays are out of calibration
the ATI circuit failed to test the ESFAS
signals as designed

086320 *
[1 ~ 0] b.



RO EXAM 0820054A~KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER 082366

QUESTION TOPIC: DIESEL
CONTROL'ESSON

REFERENCE 0702501-15

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B
I

[1. 0] 3. The 2B Diesel Generator started but the 2B3 4160
bus is still de-energized. Choose the correct
reason:

A. The 12 cylinder engine failed to start.
B. The Diesel Generator experienced a lock-out

on low oil pressure.

C.

D.

The 2B3 4160 bus voltage is less than 904
which causes a bus lock-out.

The Diesel Generator output breaker (2-20401)
failed to shut. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER 082366
[1.0] N. D. (ANSEND)





" RO EXAM 0820054Ao KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QNUM 086144

(1.0] 4 ~

'I

Which one of the following be'st describes the
automatic signals which caused the Diesel
Generators to start?
a. Loss of voltage on the 4160v and 480v load

center buses

b. CIAS

c. SIAS

d. SIAS, CIAS and CSAS.

086144
[2.0]
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RO'EXAM 0820054A REX STATIC SIMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER: 082365

QUESTION TOPIC REFUELING

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802208-00

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC. B

[1.0] 5. Annunciator LA-14 is in alarm, the SNPO reports
that the Fuel Pool level is normal. Which of the
following best explains why the Fuel Pool
temperature is high?

A.

B.

C.

D.

CCW is aligned to the Shutdown Cooling Heat
Exchanger, this robs flow from the normal
heat loads.

'I

The Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger was being cooled
by the B CCW header, since the B Diesel
Generator failed to start no cooling is
available to the Fuel Pool.

CCW to the Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger (MV-14-
17) isolated on SIAS therefore no cooling
water is available.
The inservice Fuel Pool Cooling Pump (2B) is
now de-energized due to the loss of B side
power, therefore there is no Fuel Pool heat
removal even though CCW remains available to
the heat exchanger. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082365
[1. 0] 4 ~ B. (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A KEY 8TATIC 8IMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER: 082358

QUESTION TOPIC EOP-9

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702835-06

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC'

[1.0] 6. Both BAM tanks were at 94% level prior to this
event. The current indicated tank levels can be
explained by:

A.

.B.

"A" BAM tank level reads low due to loss of
instrument air pressure; "B" BAM tank Sigma
is failed as is due to a loss of B side
power.

"A" BAM tank level is correct; it is low
because Emergency Boration plus the failed
open gravity feed valves have resulted in
excessive loss of inventory; "B" BAM tank isstill at 94% level because B charging pump is
not available.

C. "A" BAM tank level reads low due to a loss of
instrument air pressure; "B" BAM tank Sigmais failed "as is" due to a loss of power toit's transmitter.

D. "B" BAM tank reads the expected level; "A"
BAM tank may be faulted. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082358
[1.0] I A. {ANSEND)
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RO 'EXAM 0820054A KBX STATIC SIMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER: 082355

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP-15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802828-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

[1.0] 7. Which of the folloving best describes the Safety
Function status for Maintenance of Vital
Auxiliaries, DC.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Success Path 1 is in use because the B and BB
battery chargers are being carried by the 2A
Diesel Generator.

Success Path 2 is in use because the 2C
125VDC bus is aligned to the 2A DC bus.

Success Path 1 is in use because the 2A and
2B DC busses are energized.

The Safety Function is not being met, the
recovery actions for this Safety Function
should be performed. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082355
[1 '] N. C. (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER 082353

QUESTION TOPIC EOP-15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802828-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC. B

STATIC SIMULATOR B

8. Which one of the following best describes the
status of the RCS Pressure Control safety
function?

A. Success Path 2 is in service because RCS
pressure/temperature limits of FIGURE 1 are
met.

B.

C.

D.

Success Path 3 is .in service because SIAS has
actuated, all available charging pumps are
operating and SI flow is in accordance with
Figure 2.

Success Path 4 is in service because Steam
Generators are being used to remove heat and
control RCS pressure within the limits of
FIGURE 1

Success Path 5 is in service because all the
acceptance criteria are met. (QUESEND)-

ANSWER NUMBER: 082353
[1 '] 5 ~ B (ANSEND)





RO'EXAM 0820054A.KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082381

QUESTION TOPIC EOP-15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702828-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

STATIC SIMULATOR B

[1.0] 9. Which of the following best describes the status
of the RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function?

A. The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
is not being met because CET subcooling is
less than 20 degrees.

B. The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
can not be verified at this time because the
RCPs are not running, therefore the QSPDS
reactor vessel level indication is invalid.

C. The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
is being met by success path 3.

D. The RCS and CORE HEAT REMOVAL safety function
is not being met because only 2 charging
pumps are running. {QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082381
[1.0] g. C. {ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082361

QUESTION TOPIC: TECH SPECS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802810-02

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B

STATIC SIMULATOR B

l1 0) 10. You have been requested to verify that the RCS
pressure/temperature limits of T.S. 3.4.9.1. are
being satisfied. Assuming current plant
conditions (the cooldown rate is 80 degrees per
hour) which one of the following is required to
ensure compliance with the T.S. LCO?

A.

B.

For current Pressurizer pressure, we must
cooldown to less than 270 degrees.

No action recpxired, current plant conditions
meet the LCO.

C.

D.

Reduce the cooldown rate to less than 75
degrees per hour.

Continue the cooldown until Tc is less than
500 degrees. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER'. 082361
[1 ~ 0] 0 B. (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082376

QUESTION TOPIC: AFW, AFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802412-03

OTHER REFERENCE: 90 5 NRC STATIC B

STATIC SIMULATOR B

[1.0] 11. During mitigation of this event, if the 2A AFW
pump became inoperable due to an electrical
malfunction, which one of the following would be
the best alternate method to supply feedwater to
both S/G?

A. feed 2A S/G with MFW via the 154 bypass
valves, feed the 2B S/G with AFW via the 2C
AFW pump

B. feed 2A S/G with the 2C AFW pump by manually
opening SE 09-4 =locally; feed 2B S/G with 2C
AFW pump

C.

D.

feed 2A S/G with the cross-tie from the 2C
AFW pump to the 2A AFW header by local
operator action to open the two cross-tie
valves, feed 2B S/G with the 2C AFW pump

feed 2A S/G by cross-tying the 2B AFW header
to the 2A AFW header by local operator action
then supply 2C AFW to the 2B AFW header, feed
the 2B S/G with the 2C AFW pump

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: -082376
[1.0] N. B

(ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A KEX STATIC SIMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER: 082374

QUESTION TOPIC: AFW, AFAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802412-06

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC. B

[1. 0] '2. From the choices below, pick the one that best
describes the status of AFAS 1.

(QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has defeated
the fault ID circuit only

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has defeated
the fault ID circuit and the 294 auto reset
feature

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has defeated
the 294 auto reset feature only

the manual initiation of AFAS 1 has no effect
on the automatic operation of AFAS

ANSWER NUMBER: 082374
[1 0] N. B

(ANSEND)
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RO EXAM 0820054A REY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082372

QUESTION TOPIC: ADV

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802406-05

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC. B

STATIC SIMULATOR B

[1. 0] 13. Two Steam Generator Atmospheric Dump Valves are
now open and being operated

with'.

B.

C.

D.

MV 08-18A being controlled from its PIC and
MV 08-19B being controlled with the DC manual
control swi.tch, the other ADVs are shut

the 2A SG ADV relying on AC power and the 2B
SG ADV relying on the backup air system to
position the valve

all ADVs on the backup air supply system
since the Instrument Air system is
depressurized and B side vital AC power is
unavailable

I

normal AC power supplied from the vital AC
SUPS to the ADV controllers and their
associated valve motors

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082372
[1.0] N. A

(ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A KEX STATIC SIMULATOR B

UESTIONS 14'HROUGH 22 ARE NOT RELATED

TO STATIC SIMULATOR SCENARIO "B<>
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RO EXAM 0820054AoKEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QNUM 082079

[1. 0] 14. Which one of the following best describes the
ESFAS System response to the loss of the

'A'nstrumentAC bus?

A.

B.

C.

The 'A'ctuation train de-energizes
resulting in the actuation of all de-energize
to actuate ESFAS signals on the 'A'rain.
No response since all ESFAS instruments have
auctioneered power supplies.

The individual measurement instruments in
Channel 'A'hat are de-energized to actuate
go to the trip condition.

D. Both trains of ESFAS actuate, a'll 'de-
energize to actuate'quipment actuates since
the 'A'nstrument bus is shared between both
actuation trains.

082079
[1 0) N. C.



RO EXAM 0820054A.KEY

QUESTION NUMBER 08234'0

QUESTION TOPIC: ECCS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702207-03

OTHER REFERENCE: Static 90-B

STATIC SIMULATOR B

[1 '] 15. Assume a Small Break LOCA occurred and SIAS and
CIAS actuated as required. Total SI flow is 500
gpm and RWT level is 34 feet. How long would it
be until RAS actuation occurs?

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082340
[1.0] g. 13.7 hrs (822 min.)(ANSEND)



RO 'EXAM 0820054A KEY

QNUM 089077 *
STATIC SIMULATOR E

t'1.0] 16. A radioactive release from the RWT following a
Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) is prevented
by automatic actuation which:

a ~

b.

co

d.

Isolates the RWT by closing the mini-recircs
and RWT outlet valves.

Isolates the RWT vent.

Aligns roughing, HEPA, and'charcoal filters
in the RWT vent path.

Places a vacuum on the RWT.

089077 *
[1 '] ¹- a.



RO 'EXAM 0820054A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER: 082357

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP-09

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702835-02

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC.B (NSR)

[1.0] 17. EOP-09 directs the operators to open the vacuum
breaker valves; this is to prevent:

A.

B.

C.

D.

Damage to the turbine bearings caused by a
loss of the turbine, lube oil pumps.

Further turbine damage; a load rejection
caused by a Loss of Off-Site Power can be
expected to damage the turbine thrust
bearing.

Damage to the turbine gland seals when air is
drawn in through them after the MSIVs are
shut.

Loss of hydrogen from the main generator
which could be expected with the turbine
spinning and the hydrogen side seal oil pump
de-energized. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER 082357
[1 ~ 0] 5 . C. (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A REX

QUESTION NUMBER: 082343

QUESTION TOPIC: LOCA

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702824-11

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B (NSR)

OBJECTIVE:

STATIC SIMULATOR B

[1. 0] 18. A small break LOCA has occurred on unit two.
Pressurizer pressure is stable at 1000 PSIA. From
the choices below, the BEST indication of adequate
core heat removal is:
(CONSIDER EACH CHOICE SEPARATELY)

r

A. ECCS flow in accordance with EOP-99 FIGURE 2.

B. Pressurizer level 354 and stable.
C. Subcooled margin increasing.
D. Steam generator wide range level 454 and

stable. (QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082343
[1.0] g. C. (ANSEND)



RO'EXAM 0820054A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082380
I

QUESTION TOPIC: LOCA

LESSON REFERENCE: 0702824-16

STATIC SIMULATOR B

OTHER REFERENCE: 90.5 NRC STATIC B (NSR)

[1.0] 19. During full power steady state operation, with the
ECCS system in it's normal line-up, annunciator R-
57 "SI HDR LOOP 2B2 PRESSURE HIGH" locks in.
Which of the following best describes the correct
operator action?

A.

B.

C.

D.

The 2B2 SIT will begin to overfill, therefore
the operators should start draining it. to
maintain the SIT in spec.

If the'I header continues to pressurize up
to RCS pressure it may fail, resulting in an
Intersystem LOCA; therefore the operators
should immediately bleed-off the ECCS header
in an attempt to re-seat the check valve.

The operators should not attempt to re-seat
the check valve until precautions concerning
Intersystem LOCA have been discussed.

The alarm indicates the SIT discharge valve
may have gone closed, re-energize the
discharge valve to check it's position
indication. (QUESEND)

I

ANSWER NUMBER: 082380
[1 '] N. C. (ANSEND)
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RO EXAM 0820054A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QNUM 081148

[1'] '

The major concern during an unisolable interfacing
system LOCA occurring outside the containment is:
a. Contamination of the RAB.

b. Make-up water sources for the RWT.

c. Safeguards Sump pump availability.
d. Determination of leak rate.

081148
[1.0] N. b. Make-up water sources for the RWT.



RP ETIAM 0820054A KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QUESTION NUMBER: 082349

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP-15

'ESSONREFERENCE: 0802828-01

OTHER REFERENCE:

21. Unit two was at 1004 power with the 2A diesel out
of service for maintenance. A system disturbance
caused a loss of off-site power and on the trip
the 2B diesel failed to start. The crew exited
EOP-1 to EOP-10 " Station Blackout ".

While performing the steps of the Station Blackout
procedure Chemistry called and reported that a
routine Steam Generator sample, drawn just moments
before the 'trip, indicates a primary to secondary
leak into the 2B Steam Generator. A Chemistry
calculation shows a leak of 100 gpm.

The crew should now:

A. Stay in the Station Blackout procedure, it is
written to incorporate a Steam Generator Tube
Rupture.

Exit to the Steam Generator Tube Rupture
procedure, it is written to incorporate a
Loss of Off-Site Power.

C.

D.

Exit to EOP-15, a Station Blackout and a
Steam Generator Tube Rupture is a dual event.

Exit to the Steam Generator Tube Rupture
procedure and use applicable portions of ONOP
1-0910054, Loss .of a Safety Related AC Bus.
(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082349
[1. 0] g ~ C (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820054A.KEY STATIC SIMULATOR B

QNUM 086162

[1.0] 22. Unit 1 is at 1004 power, Unit 2 is in hot standby
cooling down using 2A 8 2B AFW Pumps. Unit 1 CSTis lined up and supplying Unit 2 AFW because Unit
2 CST is contaminated.

Makeup to Unit 1 CST is 250 gpm.
AFW flow to 2A & 2B SG totals 200 gpm.
Unit 1 hotwell makeup from the CST is isolated.
Assuming no leaks and no valves out of position,
explain why the Unit 1 CST level is still
decreasing.

086162
[1.0] ¹ ~ The AFW pump recircs are aligned to Unit 2

CST.
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SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY

'I

OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082105

[1. 0] 1 ~

a ~

On unit one, which one of the following is the
approximate time to reach boiling conditions after
shutdown cooling is lost two days after shutdown,
with the RCS at mid-loop and an initial
temperature of 140 'F, and at atmospheric
pressure?

1 minute

b. 15 minutes

C ~ 1 hour

d. 1.5 hours

082105
[1.0] 1. b. 15 minutes



SRO EXAM 082 0055A. KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082392

QUESTION TOPIC: SDC

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802018-04

OTHER REFERENCE: ONOP 2-0440030

OPEN REFERENCE

[1.0] 2 ~

A.

B.

C.

D.

(QUESEND)

While cooling down Unit 2 with both trains of SDC
in service, loops filled and RCS temperature 6 145
degrees; an electrical malfunction resulted in
Pressurizer Pressure PIC-1106 failing high. Which
one of the following is true?

SDC flow to the 2Bl and 2B2 loops is terminated

a large loss of inventory occurs via hot leg
suction relief V3666 which requires both LPSI
pumps to be secured

the outlet valve for SIT 2A2 automatically opens
and the SIT discharges into the RCS

suction to the 2B LPSI is available via the crosstie valve and both SDC trains remain in service

ANSWER NUMBER: 082392
[1.0] 2. A (ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820055Ao KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082397

QUESTION TOPIC: SDC

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802018-04

OPEN REFERENCE

OTHER REFERENCE: ONOP 1-0440030

[1. 0] 3.

A.

B.

C.

D.

During restoration of Shutdown Cooling capacity
using ONOP 1-0440030 Appendix H; operators are
directed to throttle FCV-3306 to 54 open (step
2.e). Which one of the following best describes
the reason for this step?

it ensures LPSI pump protection by providing a
flowpath when the pump is started
it ensures the SDC heat exchanger remains full and
thereby prevents waterhammer when the cooldown is
re-established

it ensures that the warmup flowpath is aligned to
help heatup the SDC system prior to restarting the
cooldown

it proves that the valve (FCV-3306) can be
operated from the RTGB and it is available to
control SDC flow when the cooldown is re-
established

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082397
[1.0] g. , A

(ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082394

QUESTION TOPIC: CHRS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-05

OTHER REFERENCE:

(1.0] 4 ~ Which one of the following statements concerning
Containment Temperature and Pressure control is
true?

A.

B.

C.

D.

(QUESEND)

during a LOCA on Unit 1, CCW flow rate to each of
the containment coolers increases to maximize the
cooling effect
Unit 1 containment coolers are sized to ensure
that only three coolers are required to maintain
containment temperature less than 120 degrees
while mitigating the design basis LOCA

since containment cooling is accomplished by the
combination of containment coolers and containment
spray, if a malfunction occurs that renders 2
containment coolers inoperable, the plant can
,remain at power as long as both trains of
containment spray are operable

during mitigation of a LOCA, containment spray
flow rate can be expected to increase after RAS
actuates

ANSWER NUMBER: 082394
[1.0] g. D

(ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082400

QUESTION TOPIC: RMS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-03

OTHER REFERENCE:

[1.0] 5. During mitigation of an Excess Steam Demand Event
on Unit 1, the Desk RCO verifies the Containment
Isolation Safety Function by confirming CIAS has
actuated and by verifying CIAS monitors are not in
alarm. How should he verify no secondary
radiation alarms?

A. check condenser air ejector and blowdown radiation
monitors on the radiation monitoring panel and
check Eberline alarm status for the main steam
line channels

B. check condenser air ejector monitor and main steam
line monitors on the radiation monitoring panel
and check Eberline alarm status for blowdown
monitor channels

C. check RM11 grid 4 to verify condenser air ejector,
blowdown and main steam line monitors are not in
alarm

D. , check blowdown monitor alarm status in the 43 ft.
elevation fan room, verify condenser air ejector
alarm status in the turbine building and check the
MSIVs to be closed

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082400
[1.0] g. A

(ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082398

QUESTION TOPIC: H2/P

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-06

OTHER REFERENCE: EOP 99 Appendix N

[1. 0] 6. Several hours after initiation of a large break
LOCA on Unit 1 the following conditions are
observed:

Containment: 3.3 psig and 221,degrees
Hydrogen analyzers indicate 3.84 in containment
Hydrogen recombiners are in service
The TSC directs the control room crew to perform a
Containment Hydrogen Purge., Which one of the
following statements concerning system operationis true?

{QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

since containment pressure is high, it is not
desirable to open the make-up air valves
(V25-11 and V25-12) until containment
pressure is less than 1 psig
outside air flow control FCV 25-10 will bethrottled open as the purge progresses to
keep the filter train cool; the RCO performsthis using the controls on RTGB 106

hydrogen purge flow is directed through the
hydrogen purge filter train and is then
discharged directly to the plant stack
HVE 7A and 7B discharge flow bypasses the
Continuous Containment/Hydrogen Purge filtertrain and enters the SBVS filter train

ANSWER NUMBER: 082398
[1.0) g. C (ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820055A~KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082403

QUESTION TOPIC: H2/P

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-06

OTHER REFERENCE: EOP 03

OPEN REFERENCE

[1. 0] 7 ~ Unit 1 experienced a LOCA and a LOOP, only the 1A
DG started. The RCO verifying the Safety Function
Status Check of EOP 03 states that;
"The Containment Combustible Gas Control safety
function is not met because hydrogen concentration
is 14 and only the 1A hydrogen recombiner is
operating".

Which one of the following describes. the correct
interpretation of plant status?

(QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

since the Containment Combustible Gas Control
safety function is not met, the crew should
exit EOP 03 and enter EOP 15

since a dual event emergency exists, the crew
should have implemented EOP 15 initially
the Containment Combustible Gas Control
safety function of EOP 03 is met, it is not,
necessary to exit EOP 03

the Containment Combustible Gas Control
safety function will be met once hydrogen
purge is placed in service. The crew has 15
minutes during which hydrogen purge can be
aligned before exit to EOP 15 is required.

ANSWER NUMBER: 082403
[1. 0] I ~ C

(ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820055AiEEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER- 082408 *

QUESTION TOPIC: REFUEL

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802208-02

OTHER REFERENCE: ONOP 1-1600030

[1. 0] 8. During Unit 1 refueling operations the licensed
operator on the spent fuel handling machine
reports that a new fuel assembly being transported
from the spent fuel pool to the spent fuel upender
was hung up on its alignment funnel and has
bubbles coming out of it. Which of the following
would be the appropriate course of action?

A.

B.

C.

close the fuel transfer tube gate valve and
evacuate the containment; verify that
containment purge is secured

monitor fuel pool ARMS channel readings; if 2
out of 3 channels go into high alarm, ensure
the ventilation system realigns as designed
then direct evacuation of the fuel pool area

have the operators evacuate the fuel pool
area through the north door and remain thereuntil monitored for contamination. ARMS
channels will not show a change due to new
fuel failure

(QUESEND)

D. direct the licensed operator to put the
affected fuel assembly on the test stand.
Call HP to evaluate the conditions and RE to
perform ultrasonic testing of the assembly.

ANSWER NUMBER: 082408
[1.0] 0. C

(ANSEND}



SRO EXAM 0820055A+REY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081121 *

[1. 0] 9. When raisin a o en ra le over the core, the
operating procedure makes this statement, "turn
the grapple switch to open position and verify
grapple operation. Raise the hoist and watch
readout for correct response (addition of
approximately 130 lb. only)". The most likel
reason for this is:
a ~

b.

A reading of over 130 lbs. indicates binding
on the cable pulleys.
A reading of over 130 lbs. indicates that the
grapple did not open.

Co A reading of over 130
CEA is hanging up.

lbs. indicates that a

d. A reading of over 130 lbs. indicates a
problem with the load weighing system.

081121 *
[1.0] g. c.



SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY 'OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082023 *

[1.0] 10. From 1203 to 1428 while Tcold was maintained
constant at 549.0 'F, the following data was
recorded on Data Sheet 1 of 2-0010125A:

START STOP

BA Integrator
PMW Integrator
VCT Level
QT Level
Pri. Seal Leakage:

0 40
0 270

50 53
63 63

0.25 in./min.
A copy of Data Sheet 1 is available for your
use.

If classification is REQUIRED, state the EVENT
CLASS and the minimum CLASSIFICATION LEVEL that is
appropriate (i.e., Abnormal Rater Level- Unusual
Event). If no classification is required, state
NONE

082023 *
ABNORMAL PRIMARY LEAK RATE — UNUSUAL EVENT



SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081098

[1. 0] 11. In the event of a medical emergency at St. Lucie,
the duties and responsibilities of the Emergency
Coordinator include: (select one)

a ~

b.

c ~

d 0

The notification during business hours of the
Duty Call Supervisor who should notify Health
Physics, the Operations Superintendent and
the Emergency Control Officer.
Activation of the First Aid and Personnel
decontamination team, notify heath physics
supervisor, and determine mode of
transportation
Ensuring that the victim's TLD and self
reading dosimeter are transported with the
victim to the approved Medical Center.

Ensuring that the victim is decontaminated
onsite and then transported to the approved
Medical Center.

081098
[1 0) ¹. s-



SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082026 *

[1. 0] 12. A fire was reported in the Unit 1 laundry room and
is under control within 9 minutes. During the
event a fire fighter slipped and fell. It is
suspected he incurred a back injury and is being
transported to an approved Medical Center for X-
rays. The extent of injury did not allow time for
necessary decontamination.

If classification is REQUIRED, state the EVENT
CLASS and the minimum CLASSIFICATION LEVEL that is
appropriate (i.e., Abnormal Water Level- Unusual
Event). If no classification is required, state
NONES

082026 *
[1.0] g. CONT2QfINATED INJURY — UNUSUAL EVENT



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY

QNUM 082152

OPEN REFERENCE

I'1.0] 13. A SGTR and an unisolable ESDE occurred on 1A SG
approximately 1.5 hours ago. 'he release is
expected to be terminated within the next 15
minutes.

A Site Area Emergency -has been declared.

The dose rate calculations are as follows:

1 mile

2 miles

5 miles

10 miles

whole body = 617.5 mrem/hr
Thyroid = 1950 mrem/hr
whole body = 154.4 mrem/hr
Thyroid = 503.8 mrem/hr
whole body = 29.3 mrem/hr
Thyroid = 97.5 mrem/hr
whole body = 15.4 mrem/hr
Thyroid = 47.9 mrem/hr

The Protective Action Recommendations for this
event are:

a ~

b.

Sheltering recommended for a complete circle
around plant at 5 miles & 10 miles downwind

Sheltering recommended for a complete circle
around plant at 2 miles & 5 miles downwind

c ~ Sheltering recommended for a complete circle
around plant at 2 miles & no other protective
actions recommended

d. No protective actions recommended

082152
[1 ') g. c.



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081091 *

[1.0] 14. During a control room evacuation the Emergency
Coordinator (NPS) became incapacitated when hefell down a flight of stairs. Which one of the
following best describes the appropriate action?

a ~

b.

the EC duties should be turned over to the
TSC Supervisor as soon as the TSC is manned;it is acceptable to leave the EC position
vacant until the TSC is manned as long as all
the initial notifications have been made as
required by EPXP's.

the ANPS should assume the duties of the EC.

c ~ the NWE is the designated alternate EC for
this case assuming the emergency situation
does not require activation of the fire team.

d. any RCO with an active SRO license can now
assume the duties of the EC but must turn
those duties over to a plant management
representative as soon as possible.

081091
[1.0]



8RO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082221

[1.0] 15. Unit 2 is operating at 1004 steady state
conditions when a fire breaks out in RTGB-205. The
ANPS issues instructions to carry out 2-0030135
(Control Room Inaccessibility) and requests.
offsite fire fighting assistance. What emergency
classification does this situation warrant?

a. Unusual Event

b. Alert
c. Site Area Emergency

d. General Emergency

082221 *
[1. 0] g. b. Alert:



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082111 *

[1.0] 16. Unit 2 had operated at full power for 100 days
when a trip occurred'nd a Loss of Offsite Power
was diagnosed; the steps of 2-EOP-09, Loss of
Offsite Power are being performed. Given that
natural circulation flow was established at time
0000, analyze the data provided on the chart
below, and answer the following question:

Time 0000 0010 0020 0030

PZR Pressure
PZR Level
CET (highest/quad)
Thot
Tcold
SG 2A Pressure
SG 2A WR Level
SG 2B Pressure
SG 2B WR Level

2100
524
554
552
532
900
50%
900

'50%

2100
524
558
555
535
930
504
930
50>o

2100
524
560
558
538
950
504'50

504

2100
524
566
562
542
990
50%
990

504'hich

one of the following best describes the
problem indicated by these parameters?

A. there is an abnormal difference between the
CETs and Thot; compare all CETs and Thot
indication to determine which is faulty

B. Heat Removal is inadequate, manually control
AFW to increase both S/G levels to 604 WR

C. Heat Removal by natural circulation is
adequate, the current strategy should be
continued

082111 *
[1.0]

D. Heat Removal- is inadequate, use ADVs to
increase S/G heat removal

¹. D.



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081020

[1. 0] 17. A Station Blackout has occurred on Unit-2 and
power has been restored to the 2A3 4.16KV bus.
Operator actions to restore and maintain RCS
Pressure Control are to reset the 2A3 pressurizer
heater bus breaker then:

a ~

b.

locally reset backup heater banks Bl and B4.
Auxiliary spray must be manually operated.

manually reset all backup heater banks.
Auxiliary spray must be locally operated.

C ~ manually reset backup heater bank Bl.
Auxiliary spray must be manually operated.

d ~ locally reset backup heater bank B4.
Auxiliary spray must be manually operated.

081020
[1'] g. c.



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REPERENCE

QNUM 089009

[1. 0] 18. 2-EOP-10, Station Blackout, instructs the operator
to ensure that the MSIVs & bypasses ar'e closed.

What is the major undesirable condition that may
result if the MSIVs and bypasses were not closed?

. 089009
[1.0] g. The MSIVs are shut to prevent an uncontrolled

cooldown of the RCS.



SRO EXAM 0820055A~KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081014 *

t1 03 19. Unit 1 is in the process of recovering from a
Station Blackout event. The following plant
conditions are observed:

Pressurizer pressure = 600 psia
Pressurizer level = 0%
Representative CET temperature = 470 F
1B Hot Leg temperature = 460'F
Reactor vessel level indicates segments 1, 2 and 3
voided
Containment pressure = 0.5 psig
Containment temperature = 115 F and decreasing
1B3 4.16 KV bus energized via an emergency D/G

Based upon the above plant conditions, can the
operating crew exit 1-EOP-10 to 1-EOP-9?

A. No, the RCS Inventory Control Safety Function
of EOP 09 will not be met.

B. No, the RCS Pressure Control Safety Function
of EOP 10 is not met, the crew should exit
EOP 10 and enter EOP 15.

C.

D.

No, EOP 1 Safety Function Status Check should
be performed again befoxe re-diagnosing the
event and selecting the appropriate EOP.

Yes, EOP 10 should be exited and EOP 9
implemented immediately.

081014 *
[1. 0] g. A



,SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082123 *

[1.0] 20. Following a Loss of Coolant Accident on Unit 2,
procedure 2-EOP-03 is being implemented. If SIAS
has initiated and Pressurizer pressure is 450
psia, what is the expected Safety Injection
assuming both safety injection trains are
operating?

.082123 *
[1 ~ 0] N. 1200 gpm (+ 150 gpm)



SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082187

[1. 0] 21. The Unit has been diagnosed as having a 20 GPM SG
tube leak and is in the process of coming off the
line. During the down power, the Unit trips on
TM/LF.

Which of the following describes the proper
strategy?

a ~

b.

C ~

Immediately enter EOP-04, Since the event has
been identified, EOP-01 is not required

Implement EOP-01, exit to EOP-02 and carry
out the Steam Generator Tube Leak Off-Normal
operating procedure in parallel with the EOP-
02

r

Implement EOP-01, then exit to EOP-04, if
secondary activity is verified.

d. Implement EOP-01, then exit to EOP-15 on the
basis that the TMLP trip complicated the
event and there is no immediately apparent
diagnosis or cause

082187
[1.0] g. c. Implement EOP-01, then exit to EOP-04, if

secondary activity is verified.



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 089014 *

[1. 0] 22. A, steam generator tube rupture has occurred, on
Unit 2 from 100% power. Initially all RCPs were
tripped. Conditions have stabilized and the
affected SG is isolated. Criteria for RCP restart
have been met and two RCPs have been restarted.
SI termination and throttling criteria have been
met and SI has just been terminated. The plant
stabilizes at the following conditions:

Pressurizer level
Pressurizer pressure
Tcold
SG pressur'e

48%
450 psia
440 'F
405 psia

Select the one best action for these plant
conditions:

a. 'tart a third RCP

b. Reduce RCS Pressure to approximately +10 psid
of the affected SG

c. Monitor RCPs for cavitation and/or seal
failure.

d. Commence feed and bleed of the affected SG to
cool the SG

089014 *
[1.0] N. c.



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER- 082429

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP 15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802828-04

OTHER REFERENCE:

L1 0] 23. During a dual event emergency on Unit 2, EOP 15 is
being implemented. RAS has actuated and both HPSI
pumps are running. HPSI throttling has been
performed and HPSI header flows are indicated:
HPSI header 2A1 = 30 gpm
HPSI header 2A2 = 40 gpm
HPSI header 2B1 = 40 gpm
HPSI header 2B2 = 30 gpm

The correct course of action is:
A.

B.

C.

D.

ensure the HPSI minimum flow recirc path to
the RWT is open to provide HPSI pump
protection"

compare the Safety Injection flow to Figure
2; if it meets the flow requirements, no
action is required

compare the Safety Injection flow to Figure
2; if it does not meet the flow requirements,
increase HPSI flow to the cold legs to meet
Figure 2

stop one HPSI pump and ensure the running
HPSI pump's flow is greater than 75 gpm

(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082429
[1.0] C. D

(ANSEND)



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081153

[1. 0] 24. A major Excess Steam Demand Event has occurred on
Unit 2. " Containment pressure is 32 PSIA and
containment temperature is 240'F. The RCO reports
that many instruments do not appear correct and
some redundant instruments are giving conflicting
readings. A likely cause of the malfunctioning
instrumentation is:
a ~ Rapid transient, on the RCS has caused some

instruments to decalibrate.

b. Differential pressure instruments, referenced
to containment atmosphere, have now "failed
as is" due to the high containment pressure.

C ~ The harsh containment environment has caused
the failure of the non-qualified instruments.

d. The containment temperature has caused
reference legs to heat up allowing many
instruments to read low.

081153'
1 0] g. c.



BRO EXAM 0820055A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082204 *

[1. 0] 25. Following an unisolable Main Steam Line Break on
SG 1B, the RCS is stabilized at 1550 psia and
384'F. This is NOT acceptable because:

082204 *
[1.0]

A.

B.

C.

D.

¹. D.

the RCS should be cooled to less than 325
degrees

the RCS should be depressurized to less than
1200 psia to maximize Safety Injection flow
the RCS should be depressurized until it is
less than the S/G safety valve lift setpoint
the RCS is greater than 200 degrees subcooled



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081162

[1.0] 26. Which of the following plant design limits would
be most likely to be challenged by an ESDE
occurring at high (1004) power levels'

a ~

b.

C ~

d.

DNBR and other fuel design limits.
Shutdown margin limits.
Offsite radiation dose limits.
RCS pressure limit.

081162
[1.0] a-



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081163

[1.0] 27. Which one of the following best describes how an
ESDE can result in a Pressurized Thermal Shock
scenario?

'a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Charging pumps over pressurize the RCS
because of the high pressurizer level caused
by a reactor vessel head void.
Addition of RCS inventory by charging and
HPSX pumps and the RCS heatup resulting from
dryout of the, affected S/G results in
excessive RCS pressure.

Cooldown exceeding Tech Spec limits results
in brittle fracture of the most limiting RCS
components.

High containment pressure and temperature as
a result of the ESDE has the potential for
causing PTS of the steel containment vessel.

081163
[1 '] b.



SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081166

[1.0] '28 'ollowing an ESDE, the reactor vessel level
monitoring system segments 1, 2, and 3 indicate a
void. Which one of the following best describes
the impact of that void on event recovery?

a. the void is so large that inadequate core
cooling will result, immediate steps must be
taken to eliminate the void.

b. since an ESDE does not result in a loss of
reactor coolant a void is not expected and
RVLMS indications are probably in error, all
QSPDS indications should be considered
invalid.

c. the void is present as a result. of RCP
operation, all RCP's should be secured
immediately to ensure the void becomes no
larger.

d. a reactor vessel void is expected for this
event, effective core cooling is not
jeopardized by a void in segments 1,2, and 3.

081166
[1.0] ¹. d.



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082284 *

I'1. 0] 29. Unit 2 control, room has been evacuated due to afire in the cable spread room. A RCS cooldown from
the HSCP has been commenced. As you depressurize
the RCS you notice that letdown flow has to be
increased to maintain Pressurizer level at a
constant 4S4. Letdown flow is now exceeding
charging flow. Which one of the following best
describes your actions?

a ~ This is the expected response of pressurizer
level due to decalibration of the level
transmitter; continue with the cooldown.

b. This is the expected response of pressurizer
level during a cooldown. Place the second set
of letdown pressure and level control valves
in service to increase letdown flow. Continue
with the cooldown.

c ~ This is not the expected response of
pressurizer level during a cooldown. Voidingof the RCS is indicated, therefore stop both
the depressurization and the cooldown.

This is not the expected response of
pressurizer level during a cooldown. Voiding
of the RCS is indicated, stop the
depressurization of the RCS. Continue with
the cooldown until SDC entry temperature is
reached.

082284

I:1. o) g. c.



SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY

QNUM 082285 *
OPEN REFERENCE

I'1. 00] 30. A fire has occurred in,the Unit 1 Cable Spreading
room. All the immediate operator actions have been
performed and the HSCP has been manned. RCS
pressure is 2200 psia and Tcold is 536 F.
Subcooled margin is approximately:

A. 114 degrees

,
B. 94 degrees

C. 74 degrees

D. 64 degrees

082285 *

[1.00] pe D



SRO EXAM 0820055A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082286

[1.0] 31. A large fire in the Unit 1 control room has
occurred. The extent of damage to the control room
requires that, the plant be placed in cold shutdown
from the HSCP. The ANPS has directed you to
commence boration. to 1900 ppm using two (2)
charging pumps. The initial boron concentration is
875 ppm. Which one of'the following is the amount.
of time it will take to complete the boration?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

185 minutes

170 minutes

370 minutes

340 minutes

082286

[1 '] a.

e

'f



SRO EXAM 0820055A.KEY

QNUM 082208

OPEN REFERENCE

I'1. 0] 32. The estimated critical CEA position for the Unit 1
startup is Group 7 9 76". What is the lowest CEA
position at which the reactor could becomecritical and meet the allowed band for the ECC?

082208
[1.0] g. Gp. 6 9 80" (+ or — 3 inches)
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RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082105

[1.0] 1 ~ Which one of the following is, the approximate timeto reach boiling conditions after shutdown coolingis lost two days after shutdown, with the RCS at
mid-loop and an initial temperature of 140 'F, andat atmospheric pressure?

a. 1 minute

b. 15 minutes

c. 1 hour

d. 1.5 hours

082105
[1.0] g. b. 15 minutes



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082392

QUESTION TOPIC: SDC

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802018-04

OPEN REFERENCE

OTHER REFERENCE: ONOP 2-0440030

[1 '] 2 ~ While cooling down Unit 2 with both trains of SDC
in service, loops filled and RCS temperature 9 145
degrees; an electrical malfunction resulted in
Pressurizer Pressure PIC 1106 failing high. Which
one of the following is true?

(QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

SDC flow to the 2B1 and 2B2 loops is
terminated

a large loss of inventory occurs via hot leg
suction relief V3666 which requires both LPSI
pumps to be secured

the outlet valve for SIT 2A2 automatically
opens and the SIT discharges into the RCS

suction to the 2B LPSI is available via the
cross tie valve and both SDC trains remain in
service

ANSWER NUMBER: 082392
[1.0] g. A (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820056AeKEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082397

QUESTION TOPIC: SDC

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802018-04

OTHER REFERENCE: ONOP 1-0440030

[1.0] 3. During restoration of Shutdown Cooling capacity
using ONOP 1-0440030 Appendix H; operators are
directed to throttle FCV 3306 to 54 open (step
2.e). Which one of the following best describes
the reason for this step?

(QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

it ensures LPSI pump protection by providing
a flowpath when the pump is started
it ensures the SDC heat exchanger remainsfull and thereby prevents waterhammer when
the cooldown is re-established

it ensures that the warmup flowpath is
aligned to help heatup the SDC system prior
to restarting the cooldown

it proves that the valve (FCV 3306) can be
operated from the RTGB and it is available to
control SDC flow when the cooldown is re-
established

ANSWER NUMBER: 082397
[1.0] g. A

(ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820056A REY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082406

QUESTION TOPIC: SDC

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802018-04

OTHER REFERENCE: ONOP 1-0440030

1.1 ~ 0] 4 ~ Unit 1 is in mode 6 conducting refueling
operations. 1A LPSI is in service on SDC, 1B LPSI
is in standby.. The RCO acknowledges alarm R19
("LPSI Pump Running, Hot Leg Suctions Closing" ).
The RCO secures the 1A LPSI.

Which one of the following actions is most
appropriate?

A.. ensure low range pressurizer pressure
channels are energized and working normally

{QUESEND)

B.

C.

D.

adjust letdown backpressure controller to
reduce RCS pressure to <265 psia

start a charging pump and initiate auxiliary
spray to reduce RCS pressure to <265 psia
start the 1B LPSI and establish SDC using the
B loop. Declare the 1A LPSI pump out of
service.

ANSWER NUMBER: 082406
[1 '] g. A

(ANSEND}



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081080

[2.0] 5. MATCH each of the descriptions in column A with
the appropriate unit designation in column B.
(2. 0)

COLUMN A

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

if containment pressure exceeds 3.5 psig,
ensure CIAS has actuated.

if containment radiation exceeds 10 R/hr,
ensure CIAS has actuated.

containment radiation monitor indications can
be determined from the RTGB as well as the
Rad. Monitoring Panel.

manual initiation of CIAS A and B requires
use of a key operated switch.

COLUMN B

1. UNIT 1
2. UNIT 2
3. BOTH UNITS 1 AND 2
4. NEITHER UNIT

081080
[2.0]

'a ~

b.
c ~

d.

(0. 5 each)2-unit 2
3 — both units 1 and 2
3 — both units 1 and 2
4 — neither unit



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082394

QUESTION TOPIC: CHRS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-05

OTHER REFERENCE:

[1. 0] 6. Which one of the following statements concerning
Containment Temperature and Pressure control is
true?

A. 'uring a LOCA on Unit 1, CCW flow rate to
each of the containment coolers increases to
maximize the cooling effect

B. Unit 1 containment coolers are sized to
ensure that only three coolers .are required
to maintain containment temperature less than
120 degrees while mitigating the design basis
LOCA

(QUESEND)

C.

D.

since containment cooling is accomplished by
the combination of containment coolers and
containment spray, if a malfunction occurs
that renders 2 containment coolers
inoperable, the plant can remain at power as
long as both trains of containment spray are
operable

during mitigation of a LOCA, containment
spray flow rate can be expected to increase
after-RAS actuates

ANSWER NUMBER: 082394t'l. 0] N. D
(ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820056A.KEY

QUESTION NUMBER: 082395

QUESTION TOPIC: CHRS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-05

OTHER REFERENCE:

OPEN REFERENCE

[1. 0) 7 ~ Which one of the following best describes the
operation of the containment spray system to
mitigate the consequences of a LOCA on Unit 1?

A. operators would verify auto actuation of both
containment spray trains and verify adequate
spray flow by observing flow indication on
RTGB 106 and PAP

B. operators would ensure at least .one train of
containment spray actuates and delivers
greater than or equal to 1350 gpm when
containment pressure exceeds 10 psig and SIAS
exists

C. once containment spray flow is established
and the event is confirmed to be a LOCA,
operators open the NaOH eductor valves using
the controls on RTGB 106

'(QUESEND)

D. operators confirm that containment spray flow
meets the requirements of EOP 99 Figure 2 and
they ensure that all containment coolers are
operating in slow speed

ANSWER NUMBER: 082395
[1 0] g. A (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820056A+KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082396

QUESTION TOPIC: CIAS

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-02

OTHER REFERENCE:

[1.0] 8. During mitigation of a SGTR on Unit 1, the Desk
RCO checks the Containment Isolation safety
function by verifying that CIAS radiation monitors
are not in alarm. Which of the following best
describes how he does this?

„,.{QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

check the RM-23 CIS modules not to be in
"high alarm" status

check radiation monitoring pane)'ARMS CIS
channels 3,4,5 and 6 not to be in "high
alarm" status

check Eberline channels 01-01, 02-01, 03-01
and 04-01 not to be in "high alarm" status
check radiation monitoring panel alarm X-3
"Multiple Input Radiation High" alarm to be
clear

ANSWER NUMBER: 082396
[1.0] g. B (ANSEND)



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082398

QUESTION TOPIC: H2/P

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802850-06

OTHER REFERENCE: EOP 99 Appendix N

9. Several hours after initiation of a large break
LOCA on Unit 1 the following conditions are
observed:

Containment:. 3.3 psig and 221 degrees
Hydrogen analyzers indicate 3.84 in containment
Hydrogen recombiners are in service

The TSC directs the control room crew to perform a
Containment Hydrogen Purge. Which one of the
following statements concerning system operation
is true?,

'(QUESEND)

A.

B.

C.

D.

since containment pressure is high, it is not
desirable to open the make-up air valves
(V25-11 and V25-12) until containment
pressure is less than 1 psig
outside air flow control FCV 25-10 will be
throttled open as the purge progresses to
keep the filter train cool; the RCO performs
this using the controls on RTGB 106

hydrogen purge flow is directed through the
hydrogen purge filter train 'and is then
discharged directly to the plant stack

HVE 7A and 7B discharge flow bypasses the
Continuous Containment/Hydrogen Purge filter
train and enters the SBVS filter train

ANSWER NUMBER: 082398
[1.0] g. C (ANSEND)





RO EXAM 0820056A~KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082408 *

QUESTION TOPIC'EFUEL

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802208-02

OTHER REFERENCE: ONOP 1-1600030

[1. 0] 10. During Unit 1 refueling operations the licensed
operator on the spent fuel handling machine
reports that a new fuel assembly being transported
from the spent fuel pool to the spent fuel upender
was hung up on its alignment funnel and has
bubbles coming out of it. Which of the following
would be the appropriate course of action?
A.

B.

C.

close the fuel transfer tube gate 'valve and
evacuate the containment; verify that
containment purge is secured

monitor fuel pool ARMS channel readings; if 2
out of 3 channels go into high alarm, ensure
the ventilation system realigns as designed
then direct evacuation of the fuel pool area

have the operators evacuate the fuel pool
area through the north door and remain thereuntil monitored for contamination. ARMS
channels will not show a change due to new
fuel failure

(QUESEND)

D. direct the licensed operator to put the
affected fuel assembly on the test stand.
Call HP to evaluate the conditions and RE to
perform ultrasonic testing of the assembly.

ANSWER NUMBER: 082408
[1 '] N. C

(ANSEND)
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RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082430

[1.0] 11. Which one of the following statements applies to a
spent fuel handling accident which occurs in the
spent fuel pool?

a ~ radioactive releases are not expected if the
accident occurs while the fuel assembly is
underwater due to the shielding effect of the
borated water.

b. the spent fuel handling operator should place
the damaged fuel assembly in a safe location
and notify the control room of the Fuel Pool
ARMS channel reading prior to evacuating the
Fuel Pool area.

C ~

d.

the damage will result in an alpha radiation
hazard only.

the damage should result in a limited release
of fission product'gases due to the low
temperature of the fuel.

082430'1.0] d.



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081089

I'1.0] 12. During plant emergencies which create the
potential for release of radioactive material to
the environment, the emergency coordinator or his
designee is responsible for: (choose one)

'a ~ ensuring that: on-site emergency teams are
activated if needed.

b.

c ~

d.

informing the appropriate off-site agencies
concerning off-site field monitoring data.

the direction of the off-site monitoring team
to ensure that no team members receive
exposures which exceed 10 CFR 20 limits.
comparing the estimated dose projections
obtained from field measurements to those
based on plant release conditions.

081089
[1.0]



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082107

[1.0] 13. Unit 2 is operating at 100% power when a spurious
switchyard fault occurs, resulting in a loss of
offsite power and reactor trip. The Standard Post
Trip Actions are complete and 2-EOP-09, Loss of
Offsite Power, is being implemented. The board RCO
states that natural circulation has not been
verified.
Which of the following conditions would indicate a
problem with natural circulat'ion flow? (Select
one)

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Pressurizer level is 184

Steam Generator pressures are increasing

RCS subcooling is 22 'F

RCS delta temperature is 30 'F

082107
[1.0] g. b. Steam Generator pressures are increasing





RO EXAM 0820056A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081020

'1.0]14 A Station Blackout has occurred on Unit-2 and
power has been restored to the 2A3 4.16KV bus.
Operator actions to restore and maintain RCS
Pressure Control are to reset the 2A3 pressurizer
heater bus breaker then:

a ~ locally reset backup heater banks B1 and B4.
Auxiliary spray must be manually operated.

b. manually reset all backup heater banks.
Auxiliary, spray must be locally operated.

c ~ manually reset backup heater bank Bl.
Auxiliary spray must be manually operated.

d. locally reset backup heater bank B4.
Auxiliary spray must be manually operated.

081020
[1.0] c.



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 089145

[1. 0] 15. 2-EOP-10,.Station Bla'ckout, instructs the operator
to ensure that the MSIVs and bypasses are closed.

Which one of the following undesirable conditions
could result if these actions were not taken?

'a ~ Excessive cooldown of the RCS due to
continued steam flow.

b.

ce

Turbine overspeed resulting in physical
damage.

Heatup of the condenser and resulting loss of
vacuum, which renders SBCS unavailable.

d. Overpressurizing the other unit.'s steam
system if the unit to unit steam line cross-
connect was inadvertently opened.

089145
[1. 0] g. a. Excessive cooldown of the RCS due to

continued steam flow.



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY

QNUM 081000

OPEN REFERENCE

[1.0] 16. A Station Blackout has been diagnosed on Unit 1.
You have been assigned the task of performing the
safety function status checks every 15 minutes.
The following plant conditions are observed:

Pressurizer pressure reads 2100 psia
Pressurizer level reads 424
Reactor Vessel level reads 1004
lA Steam Generator level reads 38% Wide Range
1B Steam Generator level reads 344 Wide Range

While performing the SFSC's you observed that AFW
flow rate cannot be determined. How would you
verify that the RCS Heat Removal safety function
is being satisfied?
A.

B.

C.

D.

S/G levels slowly increasing

observe steam flow from,the ADVs

using QSPDS, verify the CETs indicated < 10
degrees superheat

check 1C AFW Pump turbine speed to be >3600
RPM to confirm greater than or equal to 150
gpm AFW flow to one of the S/G

081000
[1 ') N. A



RO EXAM 0820056A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082123 *

[1.0] 17. Following a Loss of Coolant Accident on Unit 2,
procedure 2-EOP-03 is being implemented. If SIAS
has initiated and Pressurizer pressure is 450
psia, what is the expected Safety Injection
assuming both safety injection trains are
operating?

.082123 *
[1. 0) ¹. 1200 gpm (+ 150 gpm)



RO EXAM 0820056AiKEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 089086 *

'[1.0] 18. Following'a Unit 2 LOCA, Chemistry Department
reported that RCS boron concentration was 1745
ppm. Five hours later, RAS has actuated and A & B
HPSZ pumps are aligned for cold leg injection.
RCS boron concentration has been confirmed to be
1500 ppm.

The most likely cause of the boron reduction is:
a ~

b.

C ~

d.

an undiagnosed SGTR exists, the low boron
concentration is due to the dilution effect
of the S/G backflow into the RCS

boron precipitation in the RCS sample lines
resulting in inaccurate samples

boron precipitation in the core area

emergency boration has been secured

089086
(1.0] No CD



RO .EXAM 0820056A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082187

[1. 0] 19. The Unit has been diagnosed as having a 20 GPM SG
tube leak and is in the process of coming off the
line. During the down power, the Unit trips on
TM/LP.

Which of the following'describes the proper
strategy?

a ~

b.

c

Immediately enter EOP-04, Since the event has
been identified, EOP-01 is not required

Implement EOP-01, exit to EOP-02 and carry
out the Steam Generator Tube Leak Off-Normal
operating procedure in parallel with the EOP-
02

Implement EOP-01, then exit to EOP-04, if
secondary activity is verified.

d. Implement EOP-01, then exit to EOP-15 on the
basis that the TMLP trip complicated the
event and there is no immediately apparent
diagnosis or cause

082187
[1.0] g. c. Implement EOP-01,- then exit to EOP-04, if

secondary activity is verified.
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RO 'EXAM 0820056A+KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081035 *

[1.0] 20 'ollowing a Unit 1 SGTR, the affected S/G is
isolated by the operating crew. Which one of the
following best describes the subsequent actions of
the EOP?

a ~

b.

c ~

Level in the affected S/G is controlled by
steaming the generator to the condenser and
feeding with AFW only as required to maintain
normal level.
Level in the affected S/G is allowed to
fluctuate; since the MSIVs are closed there
is no danger of overfill.
Level in the affected S/G is controlled by
allowing S/G secondary coolant to flow into
the RCS.

d. S/G blowdown is collected and held in the
blowdown tank — this provides additional room
for water and prevents the isolated S/G from
overfilling.

081035
[1.0] No cd



RO 'EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QUESTION NUMBER: 082429

QUESTION TOPIC: EOP 15

LESSON REFERENCE: 0802828-04

OTHER REFERENCE

[1. 0] 21. During a dual event emergency on Unit 2, EOP 15 is
being implemented. RAS has actuated and both HPSI
pumps are running. HPSI throttling has been
performed and HPSI header flows are indicated:

HPSI header 2A1 = 30 gpm
HPSI header 2A2 = 40 gpm
HPSI header 2Bl = 40 gpm
HPSI header 2B2 = 30 gpm

The correct course of action is:
A.

B.

C.

D.

ensure the HPSI minimum flow recirc path to
the RWT is open to provide HPSI pump
protection
compare the Safety Injection flow to Figure
2; if it meets the flow requirements, no
action is required

compare the Safety Injection flow to Figure
2; if it does not meet the flow requirements,
increase HPSI flow to the cold legs to meet
Figure 2

stop one HPSI pump and ensure the running
HPSI pump's flow is greater than 75 gpm

"(QUESEND)

ANSWER NUMBER: 082429
[1 0] 4 D

(ANSEND)
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RO EXAM 0820056A+KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081153

[1.0] 22. A major Excess Steam Demand Event has occurred on
Unit 2. Containment pressure is 32 PSIA and
containment temperature is 240'F. The RCO reports
that many instruments do not appear correct and
some redundant instruments are giving conflicting
readings. A likely cause of the malfunctioning
instrumentation is:
a ~ Rapid transient on the RCS has caused some

instruments to decalibrate.
b. Differential pressure instruments, referenced

to containment atmosphere, have now "failed
as is" due to the high containment pressure.

c ~

d.

The harsh containment environment has caused
the failure of the non-qualified instruments.

The containment temperature has caused
reference legs to heat up allowing many
instruments to read low.

081153
[1.0] g. c.



RO EXAM 0820056A+KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081161

[1.0] 23. Which one of the following best describes the
major recovery strategy on which EOP-05 is based?

a. Cooldown and depressurize the RCS to achieve
SDC entry conditions.

b.'ooldown the RCS using the intact SG and
ensure RCS pressure is returned to 2225 to
2275 PSIA.

C ~ Stabilize RCS temperature and pressure in
mode 3 or 4 conditions.

d. Stabilize RCS temperature, raise RCS pressure
to achieve 200 degrees subcooling

081161
[1.0] N. c.



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY
w

QNUM 081162

OPEN REFERENCE

[1.0] 24. Which of the following plant design limits would
be most likely to be challenged by an ESDE
occurring at high (1004) power levels?
a ~

b.

C ~

d.

DNBR and other fuel design limits.
Shutdown margin limits.
Offsite radiation dose limits.
RCS pressure limit.

081162
[1. 0] ¹ ~ a.



RO EXAM 0820056AoKEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081163

[1. 0] 25. Which one of the following best describes how an
ESDE can result in a Pressurized Thermal Shock
scenario?

a. Charging pumps over pressurize the RCS
because of the high pressurizer level caused
by a reactor vessel head void.

b.

C ~

d.

Addition of RCS inventory by charging and
HPSI pumps and the RCS heatup resulting from
dryout of the affected S/G results in
excessive RCS pressure.

Cooldown exceeding Tech Spec limits results
in brittle fracture of the most limiting RCS
components.

High containment pressure and temperature as
a result of the ESDE has the potential" for
causing PTS of the steel containment vessel.

081163
[1 ') ¹- b-
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RO EXAM 0820056A+KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081164

[1-0] 26. A large Main Steam Line Break, could result in a
reactor vessel head void because:

a. the RCS would rapidly depressurize to the
saturation pressure corresponding to reactor
head temperature.

b. a void would form in the hottest portion of"'he RCS due to the sudden RCS inventory loss.
c ~ the rapid RCS cooldown would cause the

coolant in the upper head to shrink
excessively.

d. core heat removal is ineffective and
superheating of the coolant results in void
formation.

081164
[1.0] a-



RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 081166

,[1.0] 27. Following an ESDE, the reactor vessel level
monitoring system segments, 1, 2, 'and 3 indicate a
void. Which one of the following best describes
the impact of that void on event recovery?

a ~ the void is so large that inadequate'core
cooling will result, immediate steps must be
taken to eliminate the void.

b. since an ESDE does not result in a loss of
reactor coolant-a void is not expected and
RVLMS indications are probably in error, all
QSPDS indications should be considered
invalid.

c» the void is present as a result. of RCP
operation, all RCP's should be secured
immediately to ensure the void becomes no
larger.

d. a reactor vessel void is expected for, this
event, effective core cooling is not
jeopardized by a void in segments 1,2, and 3.

081166
[1.0] d.





RO EXAM 0820056A KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082284 *

11 ~ 0] 28. Unit 2 control room has been evacuated due to afire in the cable spread room. A RCS cooldown from
the HSCP has been commenced. As you depressurize
the RCS you notice that letdown flow has to be
increased to maintain Pressurizer level at a
constant 454. Letdown flow is now exceeding
charging flow. Which one of the following best
describes your actions?

a ~ This is the expected response of pressurizer
level due to decalibration of the level
transmitter; continue with the cooldown.

b. This is the expected response of pressurizer
level during a cooldown. Place the second set
of letdown pressure and level control valves
in service to increase letdown flow. Continue
with the cooldown.

C ~

d.

This is not the expected response of
pressurizer level during a cooldown. Voiding
of the RCS is indicated, therefore stop both
the depressurization and the cooldown.

This is not the expected response of
pressurizer level during a cooldown. Voiding
of the RCS is indicated, stop the
depressurization of the RCS. Continue with
the cooldown until SDC entry temperature is
reached.

082284

[1.0] go c
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RO EXAM 0820056A.KEY

QNUM 082285 *
OPEN REFERENCE

[1.00] 29. A fire has occurred in the Unit 1 Cable Spread
room. All the immediate operator actions have been
performed and the HSCP has been manned. RCS
pressure is 2200 psia and Tcold is 536 F.
Subcooled margin is approximately:

A.

B.

C.

D.

114 degrees

94 degrees

74 degrees

64 degrees

082285 *

[1.00] D





RO EXAM 0820056K KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082286

I'1. 0] 30. A large fire in the Unit 1 control room has
occurred. The extent of damage to the control room
requires that the plant be placed in cold shutdown
from the HSCP.,The ANPS has directed you to
commence boration to 1900 ppm using two (2)
charging pumps. The initial boron concentration is
875 ppm. Which one of the following is the amount.
of time it will take to complete the boration?

a. 185 minutes

b. 170 minutes

c. 370 minutes

d. 340 minutes

082286

[1.0] ¹ ~ a.



RO EXAM 0820056A.KEY OPEN REFERENCE

QNUM 082209 *

L'1 ~ 0 l 31. Unit 1 has been shutdown for 1. day. An ECC was
calculated for reactor criticality at 0900. A
delay of about 2 hours has occurred while CEDS
repairs were accomplished. Can you use the
original ECC?

A. no, rapid changes in Xenon concentration make
the ECC invalid

B.

C.

D.

I

no, boron concentration changes must be
expected due to the concentrating effect of
the pres'surizer, the pressurizer must be
placed on recirc until the RCS and
pressurizer boron concentrations differ by
less than 5 ppm

yes, if boron concentration changes have been
made to compensate for any changes in Xenon
concentration as predicted by RE. Have REinitial the changes to the ECC form.

yes, if critical rod height is adjusted for
boron concentration changes and the critical
CEA position is verified to be greater than
PDIL. The RCO,should initial the newcritical CEA position on the ECC form.

082209 *
[1 ~ 0] ¹. A.



ENCLOSURE 3

RE UALIFICATIONPROGRAM EVALUATION

Reference Material

The licensee submitted reference material to support
administration of the examination. This reference material was
reviewed in accordance with the guidelines provided in NUREG
1021, Operator Licensing Examiner Standards, Examiner Standard

'ES-601. This review indicated that the reference material
submitted was satisfactory to support the examination.

The exam team used the licensee generated sample plan to develop
this examination. The sample plan adequately identified
applicable examination topics and served as 'the test outline.
The content and scope of the written examination was
satisfactory. During the preparation visit, some deficiencies in
item construction were identified. The facility exam team
members made the appropriate changes to the test items. The
results of the written exams indicated certain areas for
improvement. These areas are listed below:

1. Ability to determine whether or not certain plant conditionswill result in a Main Steam Isolation Signal

2. Knowledge of the reason why the Steam Generator Atmospheric
Dump Valves are kept in manual during power operation

3. Ability to determine if the exit criteria of EOP-3, Loss of
Coolant Accident, is met

4. Abiltiy to determine if transition from EOP-10, Station
Blackout, to EOP-9,. Loss of Offsite Power, can be made,
given certain conditions

5. Knowledge'f the design limit most likely to be challenged
by an Excess Steam Demand Event

The JPMs selected for the exam required minor modifications prior
to the exam. These modifications were made by the exam team and
implemented by the facility.
Simulator scenarios used during the exam were composed of related
events and covered the Emergency Operating Procedures to the
depth required by NRC. Individual Simulator Critical Tasks were
properly defined. The facility evaluators were satisfactory.
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Enclosure 3

Exam Administration

There were,no generic weaknesses identified as a result of the
JPMs or simulator exams. Some weaknesses were noted „with
individual operator performance in the simulator exams and these
were discussed with the evaluators. During the performance of
one simulator scenario, the NPS directed the ANPS to implement an
EOP which was inappropriate for plant conditions. This was after
the ANPS had selected the correct EOP. While this did not lead
to further plant degredation, it led to less than efficient use
of EOP-15 and demonstrates poor conflict resolution skills.
Time validation of JPMs was generally accurate, although there
were some JPMs which were accomplished in significantly less time
than that allowed. There were no significant problems noted with
the evaluator's abilities to properly evaluate the JPMs or the
simulator exams.

The facility training staff and operators exhibited a positive,
professional attitude towards the exams.

j'valuation

Based upon the results of the examination, the NRC determines
that'he St. Lucie Licensed Operator Requalification program
remains satisfactory.
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ENCLOSURE 4

SIMULATION FACILITY FIDELITY REPORT

Facility Licensee: Florida Power and Light Company

Facility Docket Nos.: 50-335 and 50-389

Operating Tests Administered On: October 29 — November 9, 1990

'This form is used only to report observations. These
observations do not constitute audit or inspection findings and
are not, without further verification or review, indicative or
noncompliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b). These observations do notaffect NRC certification or approval of the simulation facility
other than to provide information which may be used in future
evaluations. No licensee action is required in response to these,
observations.

During the conduct of the simulator portions of the operatingtests, the following items were observed:

There were no abnormal indications noted.




